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ABSTRACT 
A need existed for a readily available source of 
information concerning masters programs in industrial 
education. T he re was a definite lack of info rmation 
concerning t he types of p rog rams , types of degree s ,  
philosophical base s ,  disicipline base s ,  objective s ,  
�dmi ssion requi rements , and t he financial assi stance 
ava ilab le .  T he problem of t he study was to develop an 
organized and cu rrent sou rce of information fo r the pros­
pective g raduate student in t he process of selecting a 
masters p rogram. 
A literature review was conducted to 
gather info rmation t hat could be utilized when; 
( 1 )  Compil ing information about t he various 
masters programs in industrial education. 
( 2 )  Developing a questionnaire to collect data 
about masters programs in industrial ·education . 
· ·  (31 Fo rmulating t he data into an information 
guide about masters prog rams in industrial 
education. 
Wit h  information revealed in t he literature review, a 
questionna i re was developed a round four b road topic s ,  
these topics a re :  
( 1 )  General information about t he institutions 
name , graduate coordinator , etc.  
(2) Information a bo ut t he program s uc h  as 
discipline base, o bjective s ,  etc . 
(3) Information concerning t he process of being 
admitted to t he program and t he formal 
evualation process t hat follows . 
( 4 )  Financial information which inc l udes all fees 
and t he financial assi stance available . 
T he questionnaire was distri buted of one hundred seventy­
n i ne institutions l i sted in t he Industrial Teacher Education 
Directory, (Denni s ,  1 9 7 8 )  as offering masters degrees in 
industrial education. Eighty-one percent of the question­
naires mailed were returned and seventy-five percent were 
util i zed as a source of information in this study. 
T he returned data was formulated into an information 
quide whic h is incl uded in t he a ppendix of t he t he s i s .  An 
analysis of data was conducted to provide persons intereste� 
in industrial education master degree programs with a source 
of information to compare and contrast t he phil o·so phical 
similarities and differences of t he responding institution s .  
A� part o f  .a second review of ·l iterature a hi storical 
per s pective of industrial education masters programs is 
a l so included in t he research. 
PREFACE 
This thesis is t he re s ul t  of t he need of a unified 
so urce of information conce rning all masters p �og rams 
in industrial education. It originated afte r t he a uthor 
had a �re �dy been t hro ug h t he process of t rying to decide 
which masters p rogram would best suit his long and s hort 
range goals. It was t hro ug h this sea rc h  for information 
t hat t he a ut hor concluded t hat a guide �o masters p rograms 
would be helpf ul in t he f ut ure for prospective masters 
students trying to compa re masters p rog rams in industrial 
education. 
T he fol lowing research represents t he process used 
by t he author for gathe ring information about masters 
p rog rams .in industrial education, which co uld be used as 
a g uide to compare t he various prog rams in industrial 
education. T he resulting research, and t he use of it 
can provide information to he lp t he prospective graduate 
.st uqent make ·a wise c hoice in selecting a masters prog ram. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Graduate study in industrial educati on had an early 
beginning. During the last part of the nineteenth century, 
manual training , the f orerunner of industrial educati on 
spread int o the nati on's school s .  ( S t ong and Schaefer , 
19 7 5 ,  p .  4 )  During the devel opment of manual training 
educati on many problems such as c ourse c ontent, t eaching 
obj ective s ,  and methods of tea ching were encountere d .  
I n  order t o  seek answers t o  these pr oblems facing manual 
training and at a later date, industrial education, graduate 
study in these areas was devel oped . (Schulz ,  1 9 61 ,  p .  8 8 )  
Throughout the twentieth century, the need f or 
graduate schools c ontinued t o  develop. State b oards of 
educati on have increasingly required masters degrees f or 
permanent teaching certification. Industrial educati on 
masters degree programs have been devel oped t o  provide 
advanced training and study f or those p e ople interested 
in the · area of industrial education. · 
Industrial educat i on is a generic term which describes 
a . part of the t otal general educat i on program. (Henak, 
1 9 7 4 ,  p. 3 )  C omponents of industrial education are as 
f ol l ows: 1) industrial arts education; 2) v ocati onal 
educati on ;  3 )  avocati onal educati on ;  4 )  technical education; 
5) industrial technol ogy educati on ;  and 6 )  technol ogy 
educati on .  This study will f ocus up on th ose instituti ons 
in the United States which currently offer masters degrees 
in industrial educ�ti on .  
According t o  the 1 9 7 8-79 edi t i on of the Industrial 
Educati on Teacher Director y, one hundred and seventy­
nine institutions offer masters degrees in industrial 
education .  (Dennis ,  1 9 7 8 ,  p .  1 - 86 )  Due t o  the fact 
that several institutions did n ot p r ovide degree data 
in the directory, one hundred eighty-f our c olleges and 
universities were c ontacted in the research.* With such 
a large number of instituti ons granting masters degrees in 
industrial education, n o  single s ource of informa t i on 
dealing strictly with all the current masters programs in 
industrial educati on c ould be l ocated by the author. It 
would appear that the pr ospective graduate student i s  
without a unified s ource of inf ormati on c oncerning 
masters programs in industrial education. 
-In .order t o  determine ·what has been published within 
the field of industrial education about masters degree 
pr pgrams the author c onducted a review of literature . T h.e 
* According t o  Dr . Ervin Dennis , c ompiler of the Industrial 
Teacher Educati on Director y, twelve departments did n ot 
respond t o  his request f or data , c onsequently they were n ot 
included in this research. 
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review was orginally designed t o  gather inf ormat i on that 
c ould be utilized when: 
( 1 )  C ompiling inf ormation about the var i ous 
masters pr ograms in industrial educati on .  
(2) Deve l oping a questionnaire t o  c ollect 
data about masters pr ograms in industrial 
education. 
( 3 )  F ormulating the returned data into an 
information guide about masters pr ograms 
in industrial education. 
In this ,  the first of two literature reviews it was 
determined that only informa t i on publi shed since 1 9 7 0  
w ould be publi shed .* 
Unf ortunately, most of the inf ormation disc overed 
in the literature review presented a general overview 
of graduate study in industrial education. Several 
publications were f ound that were written about a specific 
pr ogram, but were usually limited t o  a narrow segment of 
that program--instead of the entire masters pr ogram . · 
' 
Graduate Stud y in Industrial Art s ,  by B ohn and N orman 
was l ocated in the research but the publicati on c ontains 
* The sec ond review of literature; a historical perspective 
gathered inf ormati on that had been publi shed pri or t o  and 
throughout the development of industrial educati on masters 
p r ograms. 
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general information about masters and d oc t orate 
pr ograms and d oe s  n ot c ontain specific informati on 
ab out the school s  or their c ontent . 
Rationale 
Masters degrees in industrial educati on are one of 
the m ost s ought after c ommodities in education .  { .Univer ­
sity of Wisconsin-Stout, p . 4 )  _Last year over two thousand 
three hundred masters degrees were awarded in the field 
of industrial education. {Denni s ,  1 9 7 8 )  Due t o  the 
unequivocal importance of masters degrees in industrial 
education, and the steadily increasing demand; a c omp­
rehensive listing, including the types of. p r ograms, types 
4 
of degrees,  phil osophical base s ,  discipline base s ,  
pbj ectives, admission requirements ,  and financial assistance 
available is needed. 
Presently, and in the pas t ,  p r ospective graduate 
, students have had. t �  rely upon a variety of s our .c�s ·t o  
get information ab out a masters degree program. Graduate 
cata log s ,  which may be ob tained f r om the university or 
c ollege usually c ontain limited c ourse description s ,  
hour requirements ,  and a listing of the faculty. Most 
often graduate catal ogs d o  not state specific obj ective s ,  
philos ophical base , or financial assi stance available.  
Students may a l s o  obtain informati on directly from the 
sch ool . 
An informa t i on guide can present selected character-
istics of masters pr ograms in an organized manner . H ope-
fully all one hundred seventy-nine pr ograms will be 
listed in the inf ormati on guide pr oviding a s ource from 
which the pr ospective student can c ompare and c ontrast the 
various pr ograms. The information guide will f i l l  a need 
created by pr ospective graduate students who desire a 
c oncise, inf ormative, readily available , and current 
information s ource about masters programs in industrial 
educa t i on .  
Stateme ·nt of· the Problem 
A need exists f or a readily available s ource of 
information c oncerning the types of masters pr ograms , 
types of degrees ,  phil osophical base s ,  discipline base s ,  
obj ectives, admi ssi on requirement s ,  and the financial 
. � . . . . . 
assistance ava i lable from the vari ous universities and 
c olleges. The pr oblem is the·re f ore : T o· deve l op an 
organized and cu·r r·ent s ou ·rce of i ·n·f ormat i on which c·an be 
made available in guide f orm f or � £y the pr os ·pective 
graduate student in the pr ocess of selecting a masters 
pr ogram . 
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P ur pose and Objectives of the Stud y  
The purpose of this study was t o  establish a c ollective 
source of information c oncerning masters programs in 
industrial education. T o  be more specific , this study 
has eight maj or obj ectives. 
( 1 )  T o  determine the types of masters programs 
in industrial educat i on .  
(2) T o  identify types of degrees available in 
industrial educati on .  
(3) T o  ascertain the phil osophical bases of 
all the masters p r ograms in industrial 
education. 
( 4 )  T o  indicate the discipline bases of all 
the masters programs in industrial 
education. 
( 5) T o  identify the obj ectives of the masters 
pr ograms in industrial education. 
( 6 )  T o  determine the requirements f or admis s i on 
int o the masters programs in industrial 
education .  
( 7 )  T o  discl ose the financial assi stance 
available f or the pr ospective graduate 
student in industrial educati on .  
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( 8) T o  devel op a guide which c ould be utilized 
by the pr ospective masters student t o  
analyze all the masters programs in 
indust ria l educati on .  
7 
C HAPTER 2 
DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION MASTERS PROGRAMS 
Graduate study in industria1 educati on has an early 
beginning. A year or two a fter the Teacher's College had 
become a part of C olumbia C ollege in 1 8 9 3  under the 
directi on of Mr •. Charles Bennett ,  "industrial arts education 
gained a toe-hold in an American university". (Bennett, 
1937 , p .  2 7 3 )  Bennett who used the term manual training , 
c onvinced the Faculty of Philosophy at C olumbia t o  accept 
his manual training pr ogram at b oth the graduate and under ­
graduate leve l .  The manual training department a t  C oiliumbia 
University and the first masters degree pr ogram in industria 1 
educa t i on became a reality a fter c onstruction was c ompleted 
on the Macy Manual Arts Building at C olumbia . 
After the first graduate pr ogram at C o�urnbia was 
deve l oped in the latter part of the nineteenth century, 
·,'other - pr ograms were establi·shed at a very s l ow pace . Prior 
t o  the first world war, only three or four men were said 
t o.have had a graduate degree in industrial educati on .  
(Bennett, 1 9 3 5, p .  1 4 6) In 1 9 3 0 , a C ommittee of the Manual 
Arts C on ference of the Missis sippi Valley rep orted that 
fewer than ten institut i ons offered graduate study in 
industrial education. (Bennett ,  1 9 3 5) · The first ma j or 
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u niversity t o  implement . an indus trial educati on masters 
program after C olumbia University was the University of 
Wisconsi n .  Students who participated i n  the masters 
pr o�ram at the Univeristy of Wisc onsin were fir .st allowed 
t o  have manual arts as their maj or subject area in 1 9 2 0 .  
(Schulz, .1 9 6 1 ,  p .  89) 
S l owly other c olleges and universities started t o  
offer master degree programs in industrial educati on ,  but 
the number of school s  were few and there were of ten great 
di stances between them. Students had t o  travel l ong 
distances in order t o  receive masters level instruction. 
Evidence of this was shown when f ifty-nine students f r om 
f ourteen states and one f oreign c ountry gathered at I owa 
State C ollege in 1 9 33. The summer sessi on ,  under the 
directi on of Will iam Hunter , c onferred twelve Master of 
Science de .grees a t  the c l ose of the summer session .  
(Wi l l s ,  1 9 33, p. 7 7 )  Charles Bennett , ed itor of Industrial 
Education Maga zine was br ought t o  I owa State f or the summer 
'sessi on as a··guest pr ofessor culminating the sess i on ,  which 
at the time was one of the largest p r ofess 'i onal gr oups 
interested in industrial educat i on masters degrees. 
Graduate work in industrial educa t i on t ook another 
9 
step f orward when Oklahoma A&M C ollege organized their 
industrial education program in 1 9 3 2; the same year their 
masters pr ogram was rec og nized. In June , 1 9 38, nine candidate s  
completed the masters degree and t hirteen more at t he close 
of t he 1 9 32 summer session at Oklaho ma A&M . (Bennett, 19 33, 
p .  3A) 
B y  t he middle . o f  t he 1 9 30 's ,  masters degrees were be-
corning increasing l y  common for teachers in t he public sc hool s .  
Approxi matel y  twenty-five institutions offered a masters 
degree in industrial education b y  1 9 36 .  According to T ho mas 
Bawden in 1 9 36 ,  �n his review of industrial education of t he 
past two years ,  
Ten years ago t he teacher of s hop work or drafting 
who possessed t he masters degree was an exception, 
a l most a rarity. Today our junior and senior high 
faculties inc il::ude man y  masters degree men ,  and t he 
number of men who are now active l y  pursuing graduate 
courses to t hat end is tru l y  impressive . (Bawden , 
1 9 36 ,  p .  7 6 )  . 
In 1 9 35, Fryklund predicted t hat wit h suc h a tre men-
dous growth of masters programs, t he masters degree would 
soon be a requirement for teaching industrial art s .  ( p .  l l9 )  
In Fryklund's opening address a t  t he Manual Arts Conference 
of t he Mississippi Valley, he stressed t hat the industrial 
·.'educa tion prof �ssion must c oncentrate upon t he quality of 
masters programs instead of t he quantity of programs .  He 
t hought t hat t he ke y to this was t hrough research, or t he 
masters thesis . Apparentl y Fryklund 's plea went unheard :  
b y  1 9 37 t here were approxi mate l y  forty institutions t hat 
offered a masters degree in industrial education. 
( Hankamrner , 1 9 37 ,  p .  1 7 8 )  
1 0  
During t he late forties and earl y  fifties the profession 
went throug h a period of rapid development . A l a rge pa rt of 
this increase was attributed to t he G .  I .  Bil l ,  which was 
passed after World -Wa r Two . {Morgan , 1 9 52 ,  p .  1 58) Befo re 
t he G .  I .  Bil l ,  a masters degree was thought of as a pos­
sibility for most industrial education teachers. After t he 
G .  I .  Bil l  was passed it was t hought of as being normal and 
due to stiffenifig educ ational requi rement s ,  ,a masters deg ree 
was often necessary after the bachelors degree. According to 
Morgan another reason for such a l a rge g rowth in masters 
p rog rams in industrial education can be att ributed to t he 
salary differentials based upon the attainment of advanced 
degrees . {p . 1 58) 
Until t he fiftie s ,  a very important part of a student's 
masters p rogram was writing a t hesis . In many cases ff a 
student had not completed a t hesis during his masters prog ram 
he would not have been included in statistics conc e rning the 
numbe r  of masters degrees awarded . (Schul z ,  1961 , �. 179 ) 
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The thesis reqpirement was seeri as a teac hing device for whi c h  
t he re was no substitute . ( Hankamme r, 1 9 37 ,  p .  1 7 9 )  During 
t he fifties t here was a t rend to substibute t he thesis re ­
quirement in lieu of additional course work and in some cases 
a general comprehensive examination . {Mo rgan , 1 9 52 ,  p .  1 58) 
By t he sixties t he thesis requi rement had been abo l i s hed at 
most colleges and universitiP-� and t he numb e r  of masters 
degrees awarded had risen considerabl y. 
Spencer, 1972,  p .  24 } 
(Mannion and 
At p resent one hund red seventy-nine schools a re l i s ted 
in the Indus trial Teacher Education Directory as o f fe ring 
masters degrees in industrial education. Schools that offer 
ma ster degrees in indus trial education a re located in fo rty­
seven of the fifty state s .  The p rograms l i s ted in the 
di re c tory have a variety of content bases ranging f ro m  
vocational education to technolog y education . The the sis 
requi re ment is not nearly as i mportant with onl y  sixteen 
schools present l y  requi ring a thesis . The numbe r of mas te rs 
d �grees conferred in industrial education had risen to over 
twent y-two hund red b y  1 9 7 8 . ( Denni s ,  1 9 7 8 , p .  1-86}  
Historical l y  speaking , masters degrees in indus trial 
education have p rog ressed a great deal since the f i rs t  
mas te rs degree p rogram was established b y  Charles Bennett 
in the 1 8 9 0 's . (See figure 2-1}  The masters degree has gone 
through several changes du ring the pas t ninety years . I t  
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has _gone th rough the manual training era, into the �ndus trial 
e ra ,  and in so me instances into· the techno.J.ogy era. Wi th 
continued p rogress and development , mas te rs degrees in 
industrial education will so me day reach the level of p ro minence 
tha t Bennett has p roposed back in 1 8 9 4 . 
F igure 2-1 
Tremendous increase in 
First masters program in number of students due 
industrial education started to the G.I. Bill from 
at Columbia University in 1894 1945-1955. 
by Charles Bennett. St t C 11 Presently 179 schools Iowa a e 0 ege offering masters degrees larg
f
est g
f
roup gathered in industrial education. 
j � so ar, or a masters V d�gree, 1933./ 
L _ _J __ �-- --- -- --- .a_ --'--- ---- - -- �-----'-- -----c.t 1894 1920 �g40 . 1960 1980 
� "'� 
First maj or university Oklahoma A&M graduates 
to start a masters program largest group so far (9) 
in industrial education for a master degree in 
since Columbia University. industrial education, 1932 
Implemented by the University 
of Wisconsin in 1920 
·. 
This f igure r epres ents the dif f er ent p eriods in time in whic h 
substantial d ev elopments w er e  mad e in industrial education 
masters d egree programs. 
..... 
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CHAPTER 3 
PROCEDURES 
Due to the increasing numb er of masters d egr ee programs 
and th eir compl exity a survey was conducted to gather in­
formation about the programs and th eir characteristic s .  The 
fol lowing chapte.r d escribes th e process used for designing 
the survey instrument and its administration . 
The questionnair e was d esigned after a primary r evi ew 
of l it eratur e was conduct ed in an effort to meet the n eeds of 
the p erspective masters studen t .  The questionnaire was 
d eveloped within four broad ar ea s .  The four ar eas wer e: 
(1) G eneral information about the institutions 
name, graduate coordinator , etc .  
(2) Information a bout the progra �, such as 
discipline base, objectives , etc .  
( 3) Information conc erning approval to b e. 
admitted to .the .program and the formal 
evaluation process that follows . 
( 4 )  F i�anc ial information which includes the 
tuition cos t ,  any additional f ees and the 
financial assistance available. 
After a rough draft of the questionnaire was formulated , 
th e next step was to validate it.  The draft was submitted 
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to the four members of the thesis committee. Each memb er 
1 5  
was ask ed to evaluate the questionnai re and make reco �mendations 
for i mp rov ement . Bas ed upon the results of their recommenda­
tions , revisions were mad e  and the final copy of the question-
naire was d esigned .  After app roval from the thesis advisor 
and D ean of the School of· T echnology, the questionnaire was 
printed . * 
Th e f i rst pa rt of the questionnaire c entered a round 
g en eral info rmation about th e school ,  d epartment, and the 
ma sters p rogram. The participant was ask ed to comp l et e  
questions conc erning th e name o f  the institution, school 
o r  d epartment , coordinato r of gradua t e  stud i es ,  phone 
number, and the d egree ( s )  off ered . This info rmation 
p rovided the comp l i er with a source of reference and 
info rmation when analyzing the returned data� 
The s ec ond pa rt of the questionnaire was d esigned to 
gather info rmation about the philosophical bases of the 
various mast ers p rog ra ms . To d etermine what the p rogra m 
·. � was phil osophically based upon� the participant was ask ed 
to indicate the discipline bas e  of the p rogram, thus 
p r.oviding g en eral info rmation conc erning what social 
institution or knowledge base their p rogram is designed 
a round . The n ext question requested info rmation conc erning 
the ori entation of the p rogram and class work; philosophy , 
* Fo r a copy of the questionnaire. s ee the appendix o f  this 
thesis . 
technica l ,  and/or supervisory. The last question of part 
two was des igned to ascerta i n  specific info rma tion about the 
p rogram and what i t  is intended to do for the s tudent. As 
b riefly as possible , the participant was asked to l i s t  the 
obj e c tives o r  goals of thei r  masters p rogram. 
The thi rd part of the questionna i re was developed to 
dete rmine admission requirements of the various p rograms 
including evalua�ion techniques used to selec t potential 
g raduate s tudents . The f i rs t  question asked in part th ree 
was what kind of s tandardized tests we re requi red, if any 
Li s ted on the questionna i re we re two tes ts ,  the ';G I:t .a duate 
Record Examination, and the Mil l e r  Analogie s ,  a line was 
left blank f 0r the minimum score , .i f  applicable. The next 
question asked for the minimum g rade point ave rage and any 
other requi re ments for ad mission. Also asked in this seg ment 
of the questionnai re was if a candidacy examination is re­
qui red before s tudents can be admi tted to the p rogram. 
Inc luded in part th ree of the questionna i re was .the 
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-�forma J.  evaluation o f  the masters s tudent. This .series of 
questions was uti l i z ed to p rovide the s tudent with informa-tion 
about the fo rmal evaluation p rocess,. such as any final 
comp rehensive examinations required for g raduation. Pa rtic­
ipants were asked to describe how the tes t  i s  administe red; 
ora l ,  written, or both .  Also included in this series of 
questions were the thesis and inte rnship requi re ments .  
Part four, w hic h focused around f i nancial information 
was broken down into two parts . The first segment 
deal t with the types and amounts of fees tha t a masters 
s tudent can expect . to pay, excluding housing . ·Housing 
fees we re not included in the ques tionnaire . Fees were 
broken down into three main catagories : tui tion ;  service 
fee s ;  such as insurance, building fund s ,  etc . ;  o ther 
types of miscellaneous fee s .  The participant was asked to 
fill in the cost of each fee on a blank line according to 
the cost for a resident of the s ta te in whi c h  the insti tu ­
tion is located in and the cost for an out o f  state s tudent. 
If there we re any miscellaneous fee s ,  the pa rticipant was 
asked to s ta te the type of f ee and the amount. 
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T he second segment of part four, financial assistance 
available, was b roken down into two parts , gradua te assi s tant­
ships, and any o ther types of financial assistance available 
for the graduate student. T he participant was asked if 
graduate assistantships were available for the maste rs s tudent 
·.�and rf so, the number of assistantships tha t we re offered 
in 1 9 7 8 - 7 9 .  Graduate ass i s tantships were fur ther broken down 
into three types, teaching, research, and any o ther types 
such as laboratory, adminstrative e tc .  The participant was 
then asked to provide the number offered and the monthly wage 
for eac h type of assistants hip available. T he participant was 
also asked to respond to questions concerning fees that the 
graduate assistant might have to pay, such as tuition, 
service fees ,  etc . 
The last segment of pa rt four and of the question­
nai re focused upon · an y other types of financial assi stance 
that might be available fo r the maste rs student. The 
pa rticipant was asked to indicate the t ypes of e mplo yment 
that a re available for the masters student on campus and 
the monthly wage. Through this section of the survey, 
those students who did not qua l i f y  or who did not want an 
assistantship might be able to secure other t ypes of 
financial aid . 
As p revious l y  stated in this paper, the questionnai re 
was developed a round the possible needs and o r  wants of 
the maste rs degree candidate . The questions asked on the 
questionnai re were not intended to gather all the info rmation 
about a masters progra m, b�t instead to establish a source 
of general info rmation about the masters p rogra ms within 
our field of industrial education. 
�dministration of the Que stionna i re 
Q uestionnaires concerning masters degree programs 
in industrial education we re mailed to one hundred e ighty­
four schools offering this type of degree . All schools 
l isted in the Indust rial Education Teacher Directory as 
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, 
offering masters degrees in industrial education we re 
included in the survey. ( Dennis , 1 97 8) An additional 
five schools were added because they did not p rovide any 
deg ree data in the . d i rectory. 
The inital survey was mailed on Febura ry 1 4 ,  1 97 9  
and was addressed to departmental chai rmen , head s ,  o r  
deans . Inc luded in the inital mailing was :  
( 1 )  A copy of the questionnai re 
( 2 )  A cover letter with a brief desc ription of 
the study. 
( 3) A return addressed envelop . 
One month later the f i rst of two follow up surveys 
was mailed out to those colleges and unive rsities who 
did not yet re spond to the inital questionnaire .  In order 
to gain a greater percentage of returns , a third and final 
questionnai re was mailed to those schools who did not yet 
respond to the f i rst and second mailing . The closing date 
for the s urvey was June 8, 1 97 9, which was indicated· in the 
·.-cover- letter· sent with the thi rd mailing. 
After each questionna i re was returned , it was cataloged 
as . retu rned, assuring that the participating institution 
would not receive another request for info rmation during one 
of the follow-up p rocedures . The questionnai res we re then 
analyzed to dete rmine if they were completed properly and 
could be utilized as a source of information for the stud y .  
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All r eturned questionnair es were separated into states 
alp habetically in preparation for the formulation of the 
information guide. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
A total of one hundred eighty-four ( 184 ) questionnaires 
were ma iled to those schools li sted as offering a masters 
degree and to five ( 5 )  schools who did not provide any d e -
gree data. One hundred forty-nine ( 1 4 9) questionnaires were 
returned . This represents a return percentage of e ighty-
one percent ( 8 1 % ) . Seven ( 7 )  questionnaires o r  three 
percent ( 3 % )  of the questionnaires returned did not include 
any information except the universit y's or college's na me ,  
department na me ,  and phone numbe�. 
One questionnaire was returned stating their program 
was in the process of being restructured and could not 
provide information about their degree. A·second 
questionnaire was returned stating their program is in 
the process of being transferred to another university. 
A third que �tionnaire retu�ned indicated that both the 
.. 
undergraduate and graduate program were in the process 
of being phased out. A fourth questionnaire returned 
·stated their program offers onl y a minor on the ma sters 
degree. Of the one hundred eighty-four ( 1 84 )  returned , 
one hundred thirty-eight ( 1 3 8) or seventy-five percent 
(7 5 % )  were completed and were utilized as an information 
source in this research. 
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Degree Information 
Of the one hundred thirt y-eight ( 1 3 8) schools who 
returned useable questionnaires, thirt y-one ( 3 1 )  or 
twent y-two percent ( 2 2 % )  offered a Master of Arts degre e .  
There were eight ( 8) different variations o f  this 
degree �vailable for the graduate student . The Master of 
Arts in Industrial Education was the most common degree . 
Eleven ( 1 1 )  different schools offer the Master o f  Arts 
in Industrial Arts Education, making i �  the second most 
popular Master of Arts degree . For a complete l i sting of 
the Master of Arts degrees ,  see F igure 4-1 . 
Figure 4 �1 
T ype of Degree 
Master of Arts in Industrial Education 
Master of Arts in Industrial Arts · 
�ducat ion 
Master of· Arts in Education 
Master of Arts in Vocation Education 
Master of Arts in Teaching 
Master of Arts in Industrial Technology 
· Education 
Master of Arts in Technology and 
.Industrial Education 
Master of Arts in Trade and Industry 
This figure indicates the number of options 
Arts Degrees available during 1 97 8- 1 97 9. 
Nu rilber Offered 
1 1  
1 0  
8 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 
of Master of 
Twent y-four ( 2 4 )  or seventeen percent ( 17 % )  of the 
schools surveyed offer a Master of Education degree or 
a variation of this degree . There are ten ( 1 0 )  d i fferent 
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typ es of variations of the Master of Educa tion d eg ree 
v ;. 
available. Twenty-three ( 2 3 )  s c hools o f f er a straight 
Master o f  Educa tion d eg ree making i t  the mos t  popular. 
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A Master of Educatiori in Indus trial Educ ation i �  off ered by 
ten (10 )  school s and nine schools offer a Master of Educa tion 
in Industrial Arts. For a compl ete l i s ting of all the 
Master of Education d eg rees off ered see Figure 4-2 . 
Figure 4-2 
Type of D egree Numb er 
Master of Education 
Master of Educa tion in Industrial Education 
Master of Education in Indus trial A rts 
Master of Education in vocational Education 
Master of Education in Career and T ec hnical 
Education 
�aster of Educa tion in Cu rriculum and 
Instruc tion 
Master of Education in P ro f essional 
D evelopment 
Master of Educa tion in T rad e and Indus trial 
Education 
Master of Education in T ec hnology 
Master of Education in Vocational T ec hnical 
Education 
This figure indicated the number of options of Master 
·.-of Education ·d eg rees off ered during 1 97 8- 1 97 9. 
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1 0  
9 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
T he mos t  common mas ters d egree in our f i eld is the 
Mas ter of Sceince d egree. Fo rty - eight ( 4 8 )  s c hools o r  
thi rty five p ercent ( 3 5 % )  offer the Master of Scienc e 
d egree or some va ri a tion of i t. There a re twenty- two 
(22) variations of the Master of S c i ence d egree. T he 
Off ered 
mos t c ommon Master of Sc ience degree was the Master of 
Science in Indus trial Educa tion . Twenty-tw o  ( 2 2 )  schools 
of fer this type of degree . The Master of Sc ience in 
Educa tion deg ree is offered by s ixteen (16) d ifferent 
school s ,  mak ing it the sec ond mos t c om mon degre e .  A 
c omplete l is ting of all the Mas ter of Sc ience degrees can 
be f ound in F igure 4 - 3 .  
F igu re 4 - 3  
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Type of Degree Number Off erea 
Master of Science in Indus trial Educa tion 
Master of Science in Educa tion 
Master of Science 
Master of Science in Indus trial Arts 
Education 
Master of Sc ience in Indus trial Technology 
Master of Science in Voca tional Educa tion 
Master of Science in Occupa tional 
Educa tion 
Master of Sc ience in Voca tional and 
Technical .Educa tion 
Master of Sc ience in T .echnol ogy Educ a tion 
·Maste r  of Science in Admin is tra tion , 
Superv is ion in Voca tion Educa tion 
Mas ter of Sc ience in All ied Hea l th 
Master of Science in Curriculum and 
Ins truc tion 
Master of Science in Indus trial Ope rations 
Master of Science in Industria l · · 
Supervis ion · and Managemen t 
Mas ter of Sc ience in Sec onda ry Education 
Master of Sc ience in Secondary Educa tion -
. Industr.ia l Ar ts . 
Maste r of Science in Sec ondary Educa tion -
T rade and Indus try 
Master of Sc ience in Technical Educa tion 
Master of Sc ience in Technol ogy 
Master of Science in T rade and Indus trial 
Educa tion 
2 2  
16 
9 
9 
8 
6 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Maste r  of Science in Vocation/Special 
Educa tion 
Master of Science in Vocation - Indus trial 
Educ ation 
1 
1 
This figure rep resents the number of options of Mas te r  
of Science degrees available during 1 97 8 - 1 97 9. 
A s traight mas te rs degree with a specific a rea of 
concentration, such as a Master of Industrial Safety, was 
offered by three ( 3 )  o r  two percent ( 2% )  of the programs . 
There are six (6) diffe rent va ria tions of the s traight 
maste rs with the Mas te r  in Indus trial Educa tion degree 
being the most popular; four ( 4 )  offer this degree . A 
complete li s ting is given in Figure 4-4 . 
Figure 4 -4 
T ype of Degree 
Mas te r  in Industrial Education 
Master in Junior College Teaching 
Master of Industrial Safety 
Master of Industrial Tec hnology 
Master of Occupa tion Educ �tion 
Master of Tec hnology 
Number Offe red 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
This figure indicates the options of Mas te rs degrees offered 
du ring 1 97 8 -1 97 9. 
Combinations of deg rees a re off e red by thi rty-two 
{ 32) insti tutions o r  twenty -three percen t ( 23% ) .  An 
example of a combination of deg ree was a Maste r  of Arts 
degree and a Ma ster of Education ceg ree offered wi thin 
the same p rog ram. The most f requent combination of degrees 
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offered is the Master of Education a l ong wi th a 
Master of Science degree: f our teen (14 ) schools offer 
this type of pr ogram. Three ( 3 )  schools offer three ( 3 )  
d ifferent types of. degrees wi thin the same pr ogram, a 
Master of Education ,  Master of Science ,  and a Master of 
Arts. 
Acr oss the na ti on f orty-eight ( 4 8) different types 
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of degrees are available i n  the industrial educa ti on field. 
Th rough these f or ty-eight ( 4 8) degrees, a total of two 
hundred different degrees are available , fr om which the 
mas ter candidate may choose . The most c omm on degree is 
a degree in industrial educati on with f orty-six ( 4 6 )  
different schools offering s ome type of degree in industrial 
educati on .  A mas ters degree in industrial education 
c ons titutes twenty- three percent { 23 % )  of all the degrees 
in:the industrial education field. 
Discipline Base 
In order t o  determine what the programs were based 
up on , each school surveyed was asked what their d iscip l ine 
base was. Three choices were l isted on the q uestionnaire . 
They were ind ustry, industrial technology , and technology . 
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A blank l ine was also inc l uded for those programs not fall ing 
under one o f  the three categorie s .  In response t o  this 
q uesti on ,  one hundred twenty-n ine ( 1 2 9) or ninety-three 
percent ( 93 % }  answered . Twenty-e ight questionnaires were 
returned with answers that were determined as be ing in­
appr opriate or n ot applicable t o  this q uesti on .  All 
questi onnaires returned with answers such .a s. industria l  -.:'. 
arts , Bachelor o f  Sc�ence in Ind ustrial Eduoauion , 
vocational train ing , e tc . ,  as a discip l ine were l isted as 
being n ot applicable . A total of one h undred one ( 1 0 1 )  
q uesti onnaires were utilized to determine the d iscipline 
base of the var i ous pr ograms . 
- Tw�nty�seven percent . ( 2 7 % ) o f  the schools . acr oss the 
nat ion base their p r ograms upon the study o f  industry. 
Another twenty-seven percent ( 2 7 % )  base their programs 
upon the study o f  ind ustr ial technol ogy . Three percent 
( 3 % )  have programs based upon both ind ustry and industrial 
technology . Th is conc l udes that fifty-seven percent ( 5 7 % )  
of the schools acr oss the nat i on base their programs upon 
the industrial sector of the society. 
The technology base is used in sixteen percent ( 1 6 % )  
o f  the schoo l s .  This accounts for approximately one-sixth 
o f  the schools u ti l i z ing technology as a d i scipline bas e .  
Nine ( 9) ques tionnaires were returned s tating the i r  
programs were bas ed upon o ther discipline areas not l i s ted 
on the que s tionnaire . Education is used as a discipline 
base by eight ( 8 )  school s .  One ( 1 )  school re sponded tha t  
the professional ac tivities tha t are taking place i n  the 
profession are being used for a base of s tudy . 
Technology, indu s try , and industrial technology are 
all being used as a discipline base in twelve (12) 
schoo l s .  Five ( 5 )  programs use industry and technology 
as a discipline base . Technology and industrial technology 
are used by two ( 2 )  schools as base of s tudy . A total of 
twenty -two percent (22%) of the programs utilize mul tiple 
discipline base s .  
Figure 4-5 
A- Industry 27% 
B- Industrial Technology 27.% 
c- Technology 16% 
D- Education 8% 
E- All three areas 12% 
F- Industry & Int. Technology 3% 
G- Miscellaneous 7% 
Figure 4-5 represents the program discipline bases as of 
1 97 8- 1 97 9. 
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Program Orientation 
The next question was aimed a t  the various prog ram 
orientations. Each pa rticipant was asked if their 
p rogram is orienta ted towa rds philosophy, technical, o r  
supervisory. In response to thi s  question, one hund red 
thirty-seven ( 1 3 7 )  or over ninety -nine percent ( 9 9 %) 
returned useable data. The remaining one ( 1 )  questionnai re 
was returned s tating tha t  the question was unclear. 
The larges t percentage of the programs; thirty­
seven percent ( 3 7 %) responded tha t  the i r  p rogram utilizes 
all the mentioned a reas of orienta tion. S tudents who 
choose to attend one of these f i f ty ( 50 )  schools would 
receive philosophical , technical , and supe rvisory 
ins tru c tion as par t of their mas ters program. 
Thi rty-f ive (35) p rog rams responded tha t  thei r  p rogram 
is oriented towards supervisory. This rep resents twenty­
six percent ( 2 6 %) of the to ta l .  The majo ri ty was composed 
of vocational educa tion p rogram s .  
Seventeen ( 1 7 ) p rograms, · or twelve percent ( 1 2 %) offer 
only technical ins truction. S tudents enrolled in these 
programs receive advanced technical training in the 
different areas of ins truction. 
Thirteen ( 1 3 )  pa rticipants responded tha t  thei r 
programs a re o rien ted towa rds bo th philosophy and 
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supervis ion . This acc ounts f or n ine percent ( 9% )  of the 
tota l .  
Of the rema ining twenty-tw o  ( 2 2 )  school s ,  twelve ( 1 2 )  
schools resp onded tha t the ir pr ograms are or iented towards 
technical and supervis ory in struc tion . S ix (6). schools 
have pr ograms tha t  are oriented towards b oth philosophy 
and technical .  Two per ce nt ( 2 % )  or three ( 3 )  pr ograms 
are s tructrued ar ound philosophy . The re ma in ing one (1) 
school resp onded tha t  the ir pr ogram is not or iented 
towards· one of the l is ted areas: but it is or ien ted towards 
safe ty .  
F igure 4-6 
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F igure 4-6 represents the var ious program or ien ta tions 
dur ing 1 9 7 8 -1 9 7 9 . 
Admissi on Requirements and Evaluati on Procedures 
P ar t  three ( 3 )  of the questionnaire was deve l oped to 
prov ide the p r ospec tive masters s tudent with i nformation 
c oncerning admission requirements and evaluation p r ocedures 
a fte r b eing admitted in to the pr ogram. Each sch ool was 
asked to resp ond to a series of questi ons ab ou t  the admis­
s i on requirements . The choices listed on the ques tionnaire 
were the Graduate Record Examinati on , the M iller Analogies 
Test, minimum grade p oin t average , and if candidacy 
examination is required . 
The Graduate Record Examina tion is required by fifty­
e igh t ( 58) schools or forty-two percent (42%} of the 
resp onding one hund red thi r ty-seven. The Miller Ana l ogies 
Tes � is required by nine ( 9) schools or s ix percent (6%} . 
Another n ine ( 9} schools g ive the s tudent an op tic :i of . 1. 
taking either the Graduate Record Examina tion or the Miller 
Analogies Test for admiss ion into their pr ogram. Both 
tes ts are required by two school s .  One percent (1%} or 
two )�2} programs require the N .  T . E .  C ommons Examina tion 
for admis s i on .  
All one hundred th ir ty-e igh t (138} or one hundred 
percent (10 0 % )  of the pr ograms responded to the que s ti on 
c oncerning the m inimum grade p oint average tha t  is required 
for admis s i on .  A spec ific grade poin t average is required 
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by on e hundr ed twenty-on e  (121) sch ools f or a stud ent t o  
b e  admitted , whi l e  s ev ent een (17 ) schools d o  not have this 
type of r equirem ent . The mean grade p oint average that i s  
r equired on a f our ( 4 )  p oint scale is a 2.64. The median 
grad e p oint av erage is a 2.5; a 3 . 3  is the high�st r equired ,  
whi l e  a 2.0 is the l owest g r ad e  p oint average acc eptable 
for admission .  S ee F igure 4-7. 
Figur e 4-7 
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2 . 0  2.25 2 . 5 0  2 . 75 3 . 0  3 . 25 3 . 50 
This figur e r epresents the min�mum grade p oint averages f or 
admiss ion into the var i ous mas t ers programs . 
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A candidacy examinat ion is r equired by twenty-two 
(22) schools or s ixt een (16%) f or admiss ion int o th eir 
pr ograms. The examination r equired i s  in either a written 
or an oral f orma t ,  and in s ome cases either a written or 
an oral exa minati on a re required. One hund red six (106 ) 
schools d o  n ot require any type of candidacy examination s .  
The sec ond seg ment of part three ( 3 )  of the quest i on­
nai re was centered around the f ormal evaluation of the 
masters student. Ninety-two percent ( 9 2% )  of the schools 
resp onded t o  this group of question s .  Seventy - one percent 
( 7 1 % )  requi re s ome type of final c omp rehensive exa minati on 
as part of their f ormal evaluat i on p rocess . One (1) 
school gives the maste rs student an opti on of taking 
either a final c omp rehensive exa minati on or w riting a 
thesi s .  Thirty-eight ( 3 8 )  schools d o  n ot requi re a 
c omprehensive examination. Of those schools requiring a 
c omp rehensive exa mination, f orty-five ( 4 5 )  require the 
exa m in a written essay f ormat, twenty-five ( 2 5 )  requ i re 
the exa mination in an oral f or ma t ,  and twenty- one ( 2 1 )  
schools requi re b oth a written and oral exa mination. One 
( 1 )  pr og ra m  gives the student an opti on of taking either 
a written or an oral exa minati on .  
- I�c-luded as part of the f ormal evaluati on· in seg ment 
three ( 3 )  of the questi onnaire was the thesis and intern­
s�ip requi rments.. Twelve percent ( 1 2 % )  .' or sixteen ( 1 6 )  
schools requi re a thesis f or g raduation. The maj ority of 
the masters p rog ra ms give the student an opt i on of writing 
a thesis or taking an additional a mount of c ourse work .  
Nine ( 9 )  sch ools require an internship either in an in­
dustrial occupation or in s ome f orm of teaching . 
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Financial Informati on 
T he f inal s egment of t he quest ionnair e, part f our 
( 4 ) , was br oken d own int o  two parts and was c onc erned with 
financial informat ion . The first s egment of part f our ( 4 )  
f ocused up?n the types of f ees t hat a masters student can 
exp ect t o  pay; mainly tuition .  T he s ec ond s egment of part 
f our ( 4 )  dealt with the vari ou s  ways t o  off s et the c ost of 
a masters degree with the d if f er ent types of f inancial 
assistanc e t hat are availabl e, but c onc entrating mainly 
upon graduate a s s istantship s .  
One hundred t hirty-two ( 1 3 2 )  or ninety-six percent 
( 9 6 % )  of the sc hools r espond ed with t he c ost of tu it i on 
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per s emester or p er quarter f or both r es id ent and out of 
state students .  T he mean c ost of tuition across the nati on 
p er s emester or quarter f or an in state r esident was $ 3 6 5 . 0 0 .  
The hig hest in state tuit ion c ost was $ 2 , 5 0 0 . 0 0  p er 
s emester or quarter and the l ow est was $ 4 8 . 0 0. F our (4) 
sc hools hav e  tuition c osts abov e  $ 1 , 0 0 0 . 0 0  p er s emester and 
eight sc hools hav e  tuiti on f ees b el ow $ 1 00.06 p er s emester 
or quarter .  
The m ean c ost of tuition f or an out of state student 
is $7 9 3 . 0 0 p er s emester .  The hig hest c ost f or out of 
state tuit ion was $ 2 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 .  T h e  l owest out of state 
tuition c ost was $ 2 0 0 . 00. Fourt een ( 1 4 }  sc hools hav e  out 
of state tu ition c os t  above $1 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 ,  with seven ( 7 )  
of these schools ab ove $ 1 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 .  See F igure 4-8 . 
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F{gure 4 - 8  ind icates the resident and n on-resident tu ition 
fees. 
The sec ond segment of part f our ( 4 )  was f ocused up on 
the var ious types of f inancial a s s is tance available , but 
dealt m ore specifically w ith graduate ass is tantship s .  One 
hundred twelve ( 1 1 2 )  schools or departments rep l ied that 
they of fer graduate assi s tan tship s .  Twenty-tw o  ( 2 2 )  
schools s ta ted that they d o  no� offer any type of assis tan t-
ship .  This sch ool yea r ,  1 9 7 8 -197 9 ,  f ive hundred twenty­
one ( 5 2 1 )  assis tantships were available.  The average or 
mean number of a s s is tantships available a t  the masters 
level per sch ool was 4 . 7 .  The highes t  number of ass istant-
sh ips available a t  one sch ool was th ir ty-two ( 3 2 ) , but the 
2 , 000 
most c ommon amount was two ( 2 )  a s s istantships per sch ool . 
There are s ix d ifferent types of a s s istantship s  
ava ilable f or the ma ster s student . The most c ommon type 
of graduate a s s istantship is the teaching a s s istantship ;  
two hundred seventy-three ( 2 7 3 )  were available this year . 
The avera�e number per school was 3.7 , w ith one ( 1 )  sch ool 
offer ing thirty ( 30 )  teaching a s s istantship s .  Research 
a s s istantship s  were offered at f orty- f our ( 4 4 )  schools 
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mak ing it the next most c ommon type of graduate a s s istantship 
ava ilable . One hundred f ourteen ( 1 1 4 )  re search a s s istant­
ship s  were ava ilable this year with 2 . 6  be ing the mean 
per sch ool . Only twenty-three ( 2 3 )  schools offered laborat ory 
a s s istantship s ;  however one hundred s ixteen ( 1 1 6 )  were 
ava il able this year. An average of f ive ( 5 )  laboratory 
a s s istantship s  were availabl e at each school with one ( 1 )  
school offering thirty-two ( 3 2 )  laboratory a s s istantship s .  
Tw o  (2 ) schools offered a s s istantship s  which were f ield 
service a s s istantspip s .  F our ( 4 )  f ield service a s s istant­
ship s  were ava ilable this year. Twelve { 1 2 )  curriculum 
deve l op ment a s s istantship s  were �vailable with one ( 1 )  
school offering all twelve .  This year one ( 1 )  school 
offered two ( 2 )  admin istrative a s s istantship s ,  see 
f igure 4-9 f or add it ional a s s istant ship infi orroation .  
E ighty-eight (8 8 )  school s pay their graduate a s s istants 
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Figure 4 - 9  
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Tnd icated in t his figure are t he monthly graduate assi stant 
wages in 1 9 7 8 -1 9 7 9 .  
mont hl y ,  wages range fro m a hig h  o f  $ 9 0 6 . 0 0  to a low of 
$116 . 0 0 per mont h. T he average monthly wage for a graduate 
assistant is $ 3 4 4 . 0 0 .  ·'Th:Lrt·een ( 1 3 )  schools pay their 
assistants· yearly with an average of $2.832.00 per year. 
Two ( 2 )  sc hools pay their graduate assistantships by the 
se mester with an average wage of $ 1 , 3 24 . 0 0  • 
. This c ha·pter has not d isclosed all t he differe.nt 
features of eac h program, but it has compi�ed t he most 
common resp�nses from t he participatin� colleges and 
universities . T hroug h t he util i zation of this researc h 
persons interested in industrial education master degree 
programs can compare and contrast t he p hilosophical 
si milarities and differences of the responding institutions. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This research was not designed to ga ther infor mation 
about all the aspec ts of each mas ters program. I t  was 
developed to provide prospec tive graduate s tudents with 
a source of informa tion to co mpare and contrast the various 
masters programs . Several conclusions can be made 
concerning masters programs in indus trial educa tion based 
upon the infor mation gathered from the par ticipa ting 
ins ti tu tions . 
Across the na tion forty-eight dif ferent types of degrees 
are available in our field . Wi th in the for ty-eight degrees, 
and the one hundred thirty-eight schools offering the m, 
a to tal of two hundred different mas ters degree op tions are 
available for the prospec tive masters s tudent. The mos t  
popular degree offered i s  the Mas ter of S c ience. Forty-eight 
, school s  offer the Mas ter of Sc ie·nce degree, or· so me variation 
of it. Thir ty-one programs offer a Master of Ar ts degree . 
The Master 9f Educa tion degree· is offered by twen ty-four · 
different ins ti tu tions . 
The ma jor ity of the responding one hundred th irty­
eight schools base their programs upon either industry, 
indus trial technology, or technology . Twenty-seven schools 
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base their prog ra ms upon the study o f  industry ,  and anothe r 
twenty-seven schools base their progra ms upon the study o f  
industrial technol6gy . Three programs a re based upon both 
industry and industtial technology . This concludes that 
fifty-seven o f  the responding one hundred thirty-eight schools 
base . their p rog ra ms upon the industrial sector o f  the society . 
Sixteen schools util i ze a technology base . 
When asked what their prog ra m is oriented towards , one 
hund red thi rty-seven responses we re received . Thirty-seven 
o f  those responding have p rogra ms o riented toward s ,  technical , 
philosophy, and supervisory. Students who attend one of these 
fifty schools receive instruction in all the above areas . 
Thi rty-five school s  have p rogra ms · o riented towards super­
visory ,  while seventeen schools offer only technical instruc­
tion . Only three prog rams a re structured a round philosophy . 
The most co mmon requi re ment fo r being ad mitted into 
a masters prog ra m is the G raduate Record E xa mination. The 
Miller Analogies Test is requi red by only nine schools .  In 
"'addi ti.on to the requi red standardized te s t ,  twenty-two 
schools requi re a candidacy exa mination fo r admission. The 
me�n grade point ave rage requi red fo r ad mission is a 2 . 64 
on a 4 . 0  scal e .  
The cost o f  a masters degree ranges fro m a low o f  
$48 . 0 0 per se meste r fo r an in state student to a high o f  
$ 2 , 5 0 0 . 00 fo r an in state student. The mean cost o f  tuition 
fo r an in state student is $ 3 6 5 . 0 0  per semester. The mean 
cost of tuition fo r an out of state student is $7 9 3 . 0 0 per 
semester. The highest out o f  state tuition is $ 2 , 5 0 0 . 0 0  and 
the lowest out o f  �tate tuition i s  $ 2 0 0 . 0 0 .  
To o ff set the cost o f  tuition and other associated 
expenses several di ffe rent types o f  g raduate assistantships 
a re available .  This school yea r five hund red uwenty-one 
g raduate assi stants we re available . An ave rage o f  4 . 7  
assistantships we re o ffe red at each school . The most co mmon 
type o f  assistantship is the teaching assi stantship, two 
hundred seventy-th ree were o ffe red this year. 
Monthly wages fo r g raduate assistantships range from 
a high o f  $ 9 0 6 . 0 0  to a low o f  $ 1 1 6 . 0 0  per month. The average 
wage fo r a graduate assistanship is $ 34 4 . 00 per month. 
Thirteen schools pay their assi stants yearly with an average 
wage o f  $ 2 , 8 3 2 . 0 0  per year. Two schools pay their assistants 
by the semeste r with an average wage o f  $ 1 , 3 2 4 . 0 0 .  
I n  conclusion, this resea rch has not disclosed all 
" . the di ffe rent aspects o f  each p rog ra m. It has attempted . to 
develop an organized and cu rrent source o f  info rmation which 
can be made available in guide fo rm fo r use by the prospect­
ive g raduate student in the p rocess o f  selecting a maste rs 
p rogram. 
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Recommendations 
The following recommendations are made with respec t 
to the findings pr�sented in the s tudy. 
(1) Every two year s ,  due to program c hanges 
and revision s ,  the information guide needs to be upda ted . 
The revi s ing proc e s s  of the information guide could be done 
through an independent s tudy a t  ei ther the graduate level or 
a t  the undergraduate leve l .  T he revision proce s s  could a l so 
become a club project. 
( 2 )  T he information guide need s to be publ i s hed 
into booklet form. T he publ i s hed booklet s hould then be 
d i s tributed to the various undergraduate programs .  Those 
undergradua te s tudents w ho are in the proc e s s  of selecting a 
mas ters program could u ti l i ze the information guide at thier 
convenience . 
( 3 )  Due to the cost of publi s hing the information 
guide , an agreement s hould be made with ei ther a public or 
private organi zation to cover the prin ting co s ts .  Thi s  
agreemen t could be similar to the agreement be tween the 
American Council on Ind u s trial Arts Teacher Education and the 
Goodhear t-Willcox Company concernina the publ ication of the 
Indus trial Teacher Education Directory. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
MASTERS DEGREE SURVEY 
Pht ltp J. Jenks 
Masters Degree Questionnaire 
NAME OF INSTITUTION-------------------------�
NAME OF DEPARTMENT OR SCHOOL----------------------­
COORDINATOR OF GRADUATE STUDIES --------------------
PHONE NUMBER __ _ 
TYPE OF DEGREE (S) OFFERED ( i . e .  Master of Science in Industrial Education) 
a>-------------------------------------�
b) ___________________________________________ ___ 
c) ___________________________________________________ ___ 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION 
(YES) (NO) Graduate Record Examination 
(YES) (NO) Miller Analogies Test 
_______ Minimun Score 
________ .Minimun Score 
________ ....,ther Requirements �---Minimun Grade Point Average 
DISCIPLINE BASE 
( ) Industry 
( ) Industrial Technology 
IS YOUR PROGRAM ORIENTED TOWARDS: 
( ) Technology 
Other ___________________ �-
( ) Philosophy ( i . e .  Why study industrial arts . )  
( ) Technical ( i . e .  Advanced technical cources in metals, woo8s ,  etc • •  ) 
( ) Supervisory ( i . e .  Curriculum development, department leadership, etc . •  ) 
47 
As briefly as possible, list the objectives of your masters program. 
EVUALATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS 
(YES) (NO) Do graduate students take a candidacy examination? If yes, 
please describe the format . �--------------------------------------� 
(YES) (NO). Do students take a final comprehensive .examination? If yes, 
please describe the format. �-----------------------------------------
(YES) (NO) Is a thesis required? 
(YES) (NO) Is an internship required? 
FEES Resident Out of State 
Tuition 
Services $ __________ _ $ __________ _ 
(i.e.  insu�ance, building funds, etc • •  ) 
Other 
P�ease state typ�-------------------------------------------.,...-----=----
GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPS 
(YES) (NO) Graduate assistantships are available: 
-------If yes, how many were offered in 1978-79 
' (YES) (NO) Teaching assistantships 
_______ If yes, how many were teaching assistantships? 
_______ If yes, how many were research assistantships? 
_______ Other types , please indicate.�------------------------------� 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
$ _____ Monthly wage for a teaching assistant. 
$ Monthly wage for a research assistant. 
$ _____ Monthly wage for other type(s). 
(YES) (NO) Is tuition waivered? 
(YES) (NO) Are all fees waivered? If no, what does a student have to pay 
for each term?�------------------------------------------------------
(YES) (NO) Are other types of .financial assistance available? If yes, 
please indicate the type and monthly wage. ( i . e .  fellowship , work study) 
$� _______ per month for�----------------------------------------------
$ per month for -------------------------------------------� 
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APPENDIX B 
QUESTIONNAIRE EXPLANATION LETTERS 
Scnool o� Ctclinoloau EASTERN 1LuN01s uN1vERs1Tv � - vv -- CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS 61920 217-581-3226 
February 14 , 1 9 7 9  
I am a graduate student a t  Eastern Illinois University, 
conduc ting thesis work on an information guide about masters 
degree programs in industrial education . My thesis is 
concerned with the need for a readily available and central 
source of information concerning masters degree program 
content. 
The purpose of my research is the development and publication 
of a guide which will help prospective masters students 
select a graduate program in industrial education . All 
industrial education masters degree programs across the 
United States will receive information concerning this 
research project.  Included with this letter please find a 
standardized questionnaire with specific questions about 
your masters program. Would you please take a moment to 
complete the included questionnaire and return it in the 
self addressed envelope. 
Your returned questionnaire will be formulated into an 
information guide along with the remaining 1 8 5  responses and 
your partic ipation will guarantee your school a copy of the 
result s .  A comparison o f  the programs will not be made . It 
is extremely important to my thesis work that you complete 
and return the included questionnaire as soon as possible. 
Your immediate reply and ass istance is very much appreciated. 
I am thanking you in advance for your cooperation . 
Sincerely, 
Phillip J. Jenks· 
Dr. John R .  Wright 
Thesis Advisor 
PJJ/dab 
51 
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Scnool o� ucfnoloou __ EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY � - VV CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS 61920 217-581-3226 
March 27 , 1 979 
As I had indicated i n  my previous l etter, I am a graduate student at 
Eastern I l l i no i s  University conducting thesi s  work on an information 
guide concer n i ng masters degree programs in i ndustrial education . To 
date 53 per cent of the questionnaires I ma i l ed pn February 1 4 ,  1 979 
have been returned . Accord ing to my records , your questionnaire has 
not been recei ved . If you have m i splaced or have not had time to 
comp l ete the fi rst questionna i re ,  could you pl ease f i nd the time to 
fi l l  out the encl osed questionnaire and return i t  in the sel f-addressed 
envelope. 
Your returned questionna i re w i l l  then be forrrru l a ted into an i nforma tion 
guide.  Your participation wi l l  guarantee your school a copy of the 
resu l ts .  I t  i s  extremely important to my thes i s  work that you compl ete 
and return the enclosed questionnaire as soon as possibl e .  Thank you 
very much for your assi stance and coopera t i on .  
S i ncerel y ,  
Phi l i p  J .  Jenks 
Dr. John R. Wright 
The s i s  Adv i sor 
mal 
Scliool o� Uclinoloou EASTERN 1LuN01s uN1vERs1Tv ':.,/ - Jv -- CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS 61920 217-581 -3226 
May 24, 1 97.9 
As I had i nd i cated i n  my previous l etters, I am a graduate student at Eastern 
I l l i n o i s  Univers i ty conducting the s i s  work on an information guide concer n i ng 
masters degree programs i n  i ndustrial educa t i o n .  Presently over 75% o f  the 
questionnai res have been returned , but according to my record s ,  I have not 
yet received your questionnaire. Would you please take the time to complete 
and return the encl osed questionnaire in the sel f-addressed envelope. 
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The c l 9 s i ng date for my survey w i l l be June 8 ,  1 979.  I wi l l  assume that after 
that date you do not wish to respond . The returned questionnaires are bei ng 
formul ated i nto an i nformation g u i de and wi l l  be d i stri buted to a l l  parti c i pat­
ing school s .  I s i ncerely hope that your school w i l l  be i nc l uded i n  the i nforma­
tion guide.  Thank you for your assi stance and coopera t i o n .  
Si ncerely,  
Phi l i p  J .  Jenks 
dsb 
APPENDIX C 
INFORMATION GUIDE 
ALA.BAMA 
AUBURN UNIVERSITY 
Vocational and Adult Education Department 
Auburn, Alabama 36830 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :· Dr. Wiley Hartzog 
DEGREES OFFERED : Master o� Education in Industrial Arts 
Master of Science in Education in Industrial Arts 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industry 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Graduate Record Examination 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : No candidacy examination required 
oral and or written final� cempre� 
hensive is required 
FEES: Tuition Per Semester- Resident $200.00 
out of State $200.00 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 3 Graduate Teaching Assistantships $300.00 per 
month. Tuition is waivered but the student 
has to pay $200.00 each term. Other types of 
finacial assistance is available. 
UNIVERSTIY OF ALABAMA 
Vocational and Adult Education 
, Uni�ersity, Alabama 35486 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :  Dr. Donald Campbell 
DEGREES OFFERED : Master of Arts in Industrial Arts Education 
Master of Arts in Trade and - Industrial Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: Preperation of master teachers. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 1 , 000 on the NTE Commons Examination or 
50 on the Miller Analogies Test with a 
2 .  0 to a 3 .  0 minimun grade point average·. 
56 
EVALIIATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS :  No candidacy examination required, 
a written final comprehensive is 
required . 
FEES : Tuition Per Semester- Resident $333 . 75 
out of State $706 . 25 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 4 Graduate Teaching Assistantships $400.00 per 
month. 4 Graduate Research Assistantships $400.00 
per month , tuition is not waivered for assis­
tantship s .  
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA in Birmingham 
Vocational Education Department 
Univeristy Station, Alabama 35294 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Creighton N. Alexander 
DEGREE OFFERED :  Master o f  Arts in Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy and Technical 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: 1 .  To develop a comprehensive teacher education 
program in secondary industrial arts education 
based on the study of technology. 
2 .  To create a teacher education program that 
will assist its personnel in becoming more 
technologically literate. 
3 .  To generate the development of a program 
that offers pre-service and inservice training 
for secondary industrial arts education 
personnel. 
4. To design, develop, research, and cooperatively 
work with all levels of school programs, State 
Department ·of Education and the University ·of 
Alabama in Birmingham . 
5 .  To develop an awareness o f  the need for cur­
riculum revision and innovation and to 
develop the expertise to engage in these 
activities. 
6 .  To expand the teacher/learner ' s  knowledge of 
the needs, interest, and abilities of the 
secondary age student. 
7 .  To improve teaching skills through advanced 
teaching techniques. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 1 , 000 on the Graduate Record Examination with 
a 2 . 0  grade point average on a 3 . 0 .  
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : No candidacy examination required 
a written and oral final compre­
hensive is required . 
FEES: Tuition per credit hour- Resident $34 . 00 
Out of State $68 . 00 
Services per credit hour- $ 5 . 0 0  for both resident and out of 
state. 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 1 Graduate Teaching Assistantship $500.00 per 
month . All other fees are waivered. Other 
types of financial assistance is available. 
ARIZONA 
ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Industrial Technical Education Department 
Tempe, Arizona 85281 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. J .  J .  Littrell 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Education in Industrial Education 
Master of Technology 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industrial Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Technical 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : To prepare teacher for industrial art s ,  �rade, 
and technical education. The MED provides 
a broader technical and philosophical base; 
the MT provides a more specific technology 
base. 
' 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: Either the Graduate Record Examination or 
the Miller Analogies Test , and a minimum 
grade point average of 3 . 0  on a 4 . 0 .  
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : No candidacy· examination required, 
depending upon degree, either a oral 
or written final comprehensive 
examination is required. 
FEES Tuition Per Semester- Resident $275 . 00 
Out of State $1050 . 00 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 6 Graduate Teaching Assistantships $380.00 per 
month. 2 Graduate Research Assi stantships $380 . 00 
per month. Only out of state tuition is waivered 
and graduate assistants have to pay an additional 
$54 . 00 per semester. No other types of financial 
assistance is available. 
NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industrial Education 
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :  Dr. Robert Wooldridge 
DEGREES OFFERED : Master of Arts in Industrial Education 
Master of Arts in Vocational Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industry 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: Industrial Education: to gain skills and knowledge 
necessary to become a master teacher; to advance 
the technical competences; to develop a philosophical 
base . 
Vocational Education: to gain skills and knowledge 
in vocational adminstration and supervision and to 
develop a professional base. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS :  Graduate Record Examination 
-�VALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: A two hour oral candidacy examination 
is required for admission. 
FEES : Tuition per year- Resident $500 . 00 
Out of . State $ 1 , 350 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 Graduate Assistantships $120 . 00 per month . 
Only out of state tuition is waivered and graduate 
assistants have to pay an addistional $500 . 00 per 
year . Other type s of financial assistance is 
available. 
ARKANSAS 
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS 
Department of Vocational Education 
Fayette�ille, Arkansas 72701 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Denver B. Hutson 
DEGREE OFFERED: Maste� of Education in Vocational Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: To upgrade teachers in the professional and 
leadership skills related to teaching. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: Graduate Record Examination or the Miller 
Analogies Test and a 2 . 5  grade point average 
on a 4 . 0 .  
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: No candidacy examination required 
a written final comprehensive 
examination is required . 
FEES: Tuition per Semester- Resident $230. 00 
out of State $315 . 00 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 Graduate Teaching Assi stantships $150.00 per 
month . Only 50% of tuition i s  waivered and 
graduate assistants have to pay either $250.00 
(resident) or $315 . 00 (out of state) each term. 
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL ARKANSAS 
Industrial Education Department 
Conway , Arkansas 72032 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. V. N . · Hukill 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industrial Arts 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Technical 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : It is designed exclusively for the futher preperation 
and training of industrial arts and vocational educat­
tion teacher .  To extend and enhance their knowledge, 
techniques ,  and skills in the various areas. 
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Graduate Record Examination and a 2 . 5  minimum 
grade point average on a 4 . 0 .  
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: No candidacy examination required, a 
final comprehensive examination is 
required. 
FEES: Tuition per semester hour- Resident $ 20 . 00 
Out of State $50 . 00 
Services per semester hour- $5 . 00 for both resident and out of 
state. 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE: No financial assistance is available. 
CALI FORN IA 
CAL POLY STATE UNIVERISTY 
Industrial Technology Department 
San Luis Obispo, California 93407 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. R. A. Wysock 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Arts in Industrial Arts 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Technical and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES :  Prepare industrial arts teachers for advancement 
and offer upper degree for industria� education 
people. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 650 minimum score on the Graduate Record 
Examination and a 2 . 5  minimum grade point 
average on a 4 . 0 .  
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : An oral candidacy examination is 
required and students have an option 
of either writing a thesis or taking 
a final comprehensive examination. 
FEES: Tuition per quarter- Resident $64 . 00 
per hour- Out o·f State $30. 00 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 Graduate Teaching Assi stantships $400 . 00 per 
month. 1 laboratory teacher $3 . 00 per hour. 
Tuition and any other fees are not waivered but 
other types of financial assistance is available . 
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, FRESNO 
Department of Industrial Arts and Technology 
Fresno, California 93740 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. R. Louis Gysler 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Arts in Industrial Arts 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industrial Arts and Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Technical and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 1 .  Professional Orientation 
1 . 1  The program seeks to orient the student to and 
to refelct the purpose and philosophy of graduate 
education as brought forth by the Graduate School 
of California State University, Fresno the Depart­
ment of Industrial Arts and Technology and other 
higher education institutions. 
1.. 2 The program seeks to provide the student with an 
understanding of the developmental history of the 
industrial education field and profession and to 
project into future developments .  Included as 
part of the orientation information would be such 
things a s :  professional organizations and 
socities; acknowledged leaders and i�novators; 
noted industry institutions, and schools; the 
professional . literature and significant writing s .  
1.3 The program seeks t o  demonstrate the interrelation­
ships between the discipline of industrial education, 
the students area of specialization within the 
field , and related fields of study and endeavor. 
1.4 The program seeks to provide the opportunity for 
the student to develop a personal philosophical 
stance and set values within society and the 
profession of industrial education. 
1 . 5  The program seeks to provide the opportunity for 
the enrichment of the student ' s  personal development 
throµgh the broadening of his repertoire of 
experience, in addition to professional and 
technical growth . 
2 .  Professional development 
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2 . 1  The program seeks to provide the . necessary 
acquisition of professional knowledge and technical 
competencies for advanced participation within 
the industrial education field. 
2 . 2  The �rogram seeks to extend and reinforce the 
knowledge and skills of industrial research, 
industrial development (project, product, process) 
and industrial management practices as used within 
the field of industrial education. 
2 . 3  The program seeks to provide for the aquisition 
of new, and the extension of previous related 
management and manufacturing (or construction) 
knowledge and skills through both advanced 
specialized professional study and professional 
involvement in development of significant problem 
solutions .  
2 . 4  The program seeks to provide the acquisition of 
of highly proficient specialized knowledge and 
skills within one of the four program areas 
of emphasis; i . e . , Profession industrial education, 
general industrial arts, technical industrial arts, 
or industrial technology. 
3. Professional Contribution 
3 . 1  The program seeks to contribute to the industrial 
education field and profession through all approp­
riate means offered by higher education as a 
result of the learning process; i . e . ,  thesis or 
project, literature, and so on. 
3 . 2  The program �eeks to promote and support 
research, development, and administrative 
managerial activity in and ' related to the indus­
trial education field and professsion. 
3 . 3  The program seeks to g�ther, structure, develop , 
and make available a body of professional knowledge 
pertinent to the industrial education field. 
3 . 4  The program seeks to define and detail the teaching, 
development ,  and managerial sectors of the indus­
trial education field and profession. 
3 . 5  The program seeks to provide the industrial 
education field and profession with knowledge­
able and highly comnetent teachers, -.atllilint:Strators 
or manager, and technologists. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 880 rninimun score on the Graduate Record 
Examination and a 2 . 5  minimum grade point 
average on a 4 . 0 .  
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EVUALATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: A wr±tten candidacy examination is 
required. An oral final comprehensive 
examination is required and a thesis or 
thesis project is also required. 
FEES: Tuition per semester- Resident $90.00 
out of State $790.00 
Services per semester� $ 10 . 00 for both resid�nt and out of state 
Parking- $ 15 . 00 
Application Fee- $20 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE: University scholarships. 
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LONG BEACH 
Industrial Education Department 
Long Beach, California 90840 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Paul E .  Powell 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Arts in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industrial Arts 
PROGRP'·'i ORIENTATION: Technical and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: 1. To expand and increase competencies in one or 
more areas of specialization. 
2 .  Develop maturity of thought and attitude toward 
their profession. 
3 .  Gain insights into problems of professional 
leadership an� knowledge to assume positions of 
leadership . 
4 .  Obtain the necessary understandings to be able 
to engage in research resulting in contributions 
of knowledge in an atmo�phere of freedom of 
inquiry. 
5 .  Engage in an interchange of ideas between faculty 
and qualified students in a spirit of research and 
scholarship to enhance one ' s  person and professional 
competencies. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : A 2 . 5  minimum grade point average on a 5 . 0 .  
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : No candidacy examination is 
required but a thesis is a 
requirement for graduation . 
FEES : 1 to 6 semester hours Resident $80.00 
6.1 or more semester hours Resident $98 . 00 
1 to 15 semester hours Out of State $ 52 . 50 
15 . 1  or more semester hours Out of State $787 . 5 0  
Application Fee- $20. 00 
Student I .  D .  Card- $ 1 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : No graduate assi stantships available for 
people who have not graduated from California 
State University, Long Beach. 
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LONG BEACH 
Center for Career Studies 
Long Beach, California 90840 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Norman Stanger 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Arts in Vocational Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Vocational Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
PROGRJHf OBJECTIVES: Prepare leaders for employment in vocational 
education settings. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : A 2 . 5  minimum grade point average. 
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EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : No candidacy examination is required, 
a final comprehensive examination is 
re<l':lired. 
FEES : Tuition per semester- Resident $74 . 00 
Out of State $798.00 
Services per semester- $18 . 00 for .both r�sident and nonresident 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : No financial assistance is available. 
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LOS ANGELES 
Industrial Studies Department · 
Los Angeles, California 90032 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Kenneth Phillips 
DEGREES OFFERED : Master of Arts in Industrial Arts 
Master of Arts in Vocational Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory. 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: 1 .  Increase professional teaching skills. 
2. Increase technical competencie s .  
3 .  Increase salary leve l .  
4 .  Preperation for professional leadership. 
5 .  Gain awareness of new programs and fundings. 
6 .  Research an area of interest. 
7 .  Provide internships for qualified applicants .  
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : A 2 . 5  minimum grade point average. 
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EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: No candidacy examination is required ; 
a thesis is required and in some cases 
an internship is required. 
FEES : Tuition per semester- Resident none 
Out of State $ 38 . 00 per semester hour 
Services per semester- $58 . 00 for both resident and nonresident. 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : One graduate teaching assistant, $906 . 0C per 
month and one laboratory teaching assistant , 
$750.00 per month . Students have to pay all 
fees. Some scholarships are available. 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industrial Arts and Technology 
Rumbolt, California 95521 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Jason MCLoney 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Arts 
DISCIPL!NE BASE : Industrial Arts 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: Leadership in industrial arts, administration , 
supervision. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: NTE Commons Examination and a 2 . 5  on a 4 . 0  
minimum grade point average. 
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EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : No formal evaluation is required 
however most students take the thesis 
option. 
FEES : Tuition per quarter- Resident $48.00 
out of State $570.00 
Services per year- Resident $ 70 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : Student work study and student assistants are 
available. 
PACIFIC UNION COLLEGE 
Department of Industrial Education 
Angwin, California 94508 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :  Dr. Eugene Gasedy 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Arts in Teaching Industrial Arts 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industrial Arts Teaching 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: To help the industrial arts teacher to do a 
better job in teaching and administration . How 
to make better courses of study etc. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: Graduate record examination, and a 3 . 0  
minimum grade point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: A candidacy examination is required, 
and a final comprehensive examination 
is require�. 
FEES : Tuition per semester- Resident and out of State $ 2 , 500.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : Two graduate assistantships are available and 
all fees except $ 3 5 . 00 per quarter is waivered . 
SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industrial Studies 
San Diego, California 92182 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Gerald K. Hammer 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Arts in Industrial Arts 
DISCIPLINE BASE : - Indu�trial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Can vary, but centers around philosophy , 
technical, and supervi sory. 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : The program grew out of teacher education, but 
now all courses include industrial technology. 
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No courses are entirely technology oriented though . 
The majority of the MA candidates are nonteaching. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 950 on the Graduate Record Examination and 
a 2 . 5  minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: Students have a choice of either a 
final comprehensive examination or· 
writing a thesis. 
FEES : Tuition per semester- Resident $96.00 for 6 hours 
Out of State $ 52 . 50 per hour 
Parking- $ 15 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : Nine graduate teaching assistants $1448.00 
per semester per one class taught . No fees 
fees are waivered. Other types of assisrance 
i s  available 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY 
Division of Techrlology 
San Jose, California 95192 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. L .  Stephenson 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Arts in Industrial Arts Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industry, Technology , and Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy , Tehcnical, and Supervisory. 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: To provide the student with an educational 
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opportunity which will prepare him or her for 
a leadership role in education or in industry . 
The course work is designed to extend to technical 
and research competencies of the students .  
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Graduate Record Examination is used is some case s .  
EVALUATION OR GRADUATE STUDENTS : Final comprehensive examination is 
required. 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : Work study and scholarships are available. 
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY 
Industrial Arts Department 
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523 
COLORADO 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :  Dr. B .  D .  Hayes 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: 1 .  Broaden and increase understanding of industrial 
arts. 
2 .  Provide a balance of professional ,  technical and 
research experience s .  
3 .  Expand the students written communication skills 
through a research paper or thesis 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 3 . 0 minimum g!ade point average. 
EVAULATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS :  No candidacy examination is required, 
a final. comprehensive examination is · 
required . · 
FEES : Tuition per semester- Resident $300.00 
Out of State $ 1 , 800.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 8 graduate teaching assistantships $300.00 per 
month . 4 graduate research ass istantships 
$300.00 per month . All tuition is waivered, 
but not all fees are waivered. Other types 
of financial assistance is available .  
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO 
Department of Industrial Arts and Technology 
Greeley, Colorado 80639 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Robert G. Hammond 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Arts 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industry 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Technical 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: The master ' s  degree in industrial arts and technology 
at the University of Northern Colorado should serve 
to broaden the students understanding of the purpose 
and role of industrial arts and technology in public 
education. In addition, it is: designed to increase 
technical knowledge and to improve teaching skills 
and techniques to make a more effective leader in 
the classroom and laboratory. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 . 7  minimum grade point average. 
EVALUA�ION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : No candidacy examination is required, 
a 6 hour comprehensive examination is 
required . 
FEES: Tuition per quarter- Resident $153.00 
out of State $612.00 
Services per quarter- $ 71 . 50 for both resident and nonresident . 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 3 graduate teaching assistantships $425 . 00 per 
month . Laboratory assistantships are also 
available $ 5 . 00 per hour. Not all fees are 
waivered for graduate assistants. 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN COLORADO 
Area of Industrial Teacher Education 
Pueblo, Colorado 80639 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR : Dr. J. B. Morgan 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industrial Arts or Industrial Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy, Technical, and Supervision. 
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?ROGRAM OBJECTIVES : The meet the needs and asperations of each student 
in our program . The program has a core of corses 
required of each student. The remaining courses 
are guided electives to meet each students needs. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 3 . 0  ·minimum grade point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS :  No candidacy examination is required, 
a written and oral final comprehensive 
examination, and an internship is 
required for graduation. 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $200.00 
Out of State $800.00 
Services- $100.00 for both resident and out of state. 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : No financial assistance avialable. 
CONNECT I CUT 
CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE COLLEGE 
Department of Industrial Arts 
New Britain, Connecticut 06050 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr . A .  Erickson 
DEGRE� OFFERED: - · Master of Science in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Teacher Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory. 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : To provide advanced study beyone the B .  S .  
in industrial arts education. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: Both the Graduate Record Examination and the 
Miller Analogies Test is required plus a 3 . 0  
minimum grade point average . 
EVALUALTION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Students have the option of taking 
a final comprehensive examination, 
or a thesis .  
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FEES: Tuition per semester hour- Both resident and nonresident $40.00 
to $ 50 . 00 .  
. . 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE: 3 graduate assi stantships $ 1 , 200 . 00 per semester 
· and all fees are waivered . Other types of 
financial assistance is available . 
CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE COLLEGE 
Vocational Technical Education Department 
New Britain, Connecticut 06050 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :  
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science in Vocational Technical Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Professional 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 1 .  Prepare coordinators of cooperative work 
experience programs. 
2. Prepare supervisory and adminstrative personnel 
for vocational schools. 
3 .  Provide a broad base M . S .  degree in vocational 
education for persons wanting this exposure. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2. 5 minimum grade point average . 
EVALBATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : No candidacy examination is required, 
a written final comprehensive examina­
tion is required. 
FEES : Tuition per semester hour- Both resident and nonresident $ 40 . 0 0 .  
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : Graduate assistanthsips are offered but none in · 
1978-79 , when offered' the rate of pay is $220 .00 
per month . All other fees are waivered. Other 
types of assistance is available. 
FLORIDA 
FLORDIA A & M  UNIVERS I T Y  
Departm.e n t  o f  I n d u s t r i a l  E d u c a t i o n  
T a l l a ha s s e e , F l o r d i a  3 2 3 0 7  
GRADUATE COORDINATO R :  D r .  F .  I rv i n e  
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DEGREES O F F E RE D : M a s t e r  o f  S c i en c e  in I n d u s t r i al E d u c a t i o n  
M a s t er o f  E d u c a t i Qn i n  �ndu s t r i a l  E d u c a t i o n 
D I S C I PL I N E  B A S E : I n d u s t r y  
PROGRAM ORIENTA T I O N : P h i l o sophy , T e ch n i c a l , a n d  S u p e rv i s o r y  
PROGRAM O B J E C T I VE S :  T o  t r a i n  p e r sp e c t i v e  admin i s t r a t o r s  a n d /  
o r  t e a c h e r  e d u c a t o r s .  
ADM I S S I ON REQUIREMENT S : l , 0 0 0  on the G r a d u a t e  R e c o r d  E x a m i n a ­
t i o n  o r  a 3 .  0 m i n imum g r a d e  point 
a v e r a g e .  
FEES : T u i t i o n  p e r  quart e r - R e s i d e nt $ 2 2 . 0 0 
Out o f  S t a t e  $ 6 2 . 0 0  
FINANCIAL A S S I STANCE : 1 G r a d u a t e  T e a c h i n g A s s i s t a n t s h i p  $ 1 6 0 . 0 0  
p e r  month . . S t u d e n t  h a s  to p a y  a l l  o t h e r  
f e e s .  N o  o t h e r  t y p e s  o f  a s s i s t a n c e  i s  
ava i l a b l e . 
UNIVE R S I T Y OF SOUTH F L O R D I A  
Department o f  A d u l t  a n d  V o c Q t i o n a l  E d u c a t i o n ,  
D i v i s i o n  o f  T r a d e  a n d  I n d u s t r i a l  E d u c a t i o n .  
Tampa , F l o r d i a  3 3 6 2 0  
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr . Raymond H i l l  
'DEGREE O FF ERED : ·· M a s t e r  o f  � r t s  i n  I n d u s t r i a l  T e c h n o l ogy 
E d u c a t i o n  
D I S C I P L I N E  B AS E :  I n d u s t r y  
PROGRAM O R I E NAT I O N : Superv i s o r y  
OBJE C T I V E S : 1 .  Add to and expand t e a c h i n g  compe t e n c i e s .  
2 .  G a i n  comp e t e n c i e s  i n  admi n i s trat i o n ,  supe r ­
v i s i o n ,  c o o r d i n a t i o n , e t c . 
3 .  Indepth u n d e r s t a n d i n g  o f  e co n o m i c a l ,  s o c i a l ,  
e t c . o f  e d u c a t i o n .  
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ADM I S S ION REQU I REMENTS : 1 , 0 0 0  on the Graduate Record 
Examination o r  a 3 . 0  minimum grade 
point ave r age . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENT S :  N o  c a n d i d a c y  examination i s  
i s  requi r e d ,  a ora l f i n a l  
examination a�d a n  intern­
ship if not comp l e t e d  in 
BA program i s  requir e d .  
FEE S :  T u i t i on per quarter hour- R e s i dent $ 2 2 . 0 0 
Out o f  S t a t e  $ 6 2 . 0 0 
FINANCIAL A S S I STANCE : O c c a s i o n a l l y  graduate a s s i s t a n t s h i p s  
a r e  avai l ab l e , $ 3 2 5 . 0 0  per month . 
Students have to pay in state t u i t io n ,  
out o f  state t u i t i on i s  wa ivere d .  N o  
o t h e r  f inan c i a l  a s s i s tance i s  a v a i l a b l e . 
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVE R S I TY 
D i v i s i o n  o f  V o c a t i o n a l  Education 
Miam i ,  F l o r i da 3 3 1 9 9  
GRADUATE COORDINATO R :  Dr . Dominic A .  Mohamed 
DEGREES OFFERE D :  
D I S C I�LINE BASE : 
M a s t e r  o f  S c i e n c e  in Education i n  Curr i c u lum 
and I n s t r u c t i o n  
Master o f  S c i e n c e  in Adm i n i stration and 
Superv i s i on in V o c a t i o n a l  Education 
Indus try , T e c hn o l o g y ,  Indu s t r i a l  Te chno logy , 
and T e c hn i c a l  
PROGRAM ORIENTAT I O N :  P h i l o s ophy , Techn i c a l ,  and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVE S :  Obj e c t i v e s  are d e s igned to b e  performance 
or comp e t e n c y  b a se d .  Programs prepare 
prac t i c i n g  v o c a t i o n a l  educatiors to be 
master t e a c h e r s  and administrators o f  
vocat iona l education sub j e ct s . 
ADMI S S I ON RE QUIREMENTS :  1 , 00 0  o n  the Graduate Record Examina- · 
t i o n , 3 . 0  min imum grade p o i nt average , 
and a 2 , 2 5 0  CLEP sco re . 
EVUALATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : An internship i s  r e qu i re d :  
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FEE S :  T u i t i on p e r  qu arter hour- R e s i d e n t  $ 2 2 . 0 0 
Out o f  S t a t e  $ 6 2 . 0 0 
FINANCIAL A S S I STANCE : 4 graduat e  t e a c h i n g  a s s i st a n t s h i p s  $ 5 . 0 0 
per h o u r ,  2 graduate r e s e a r c h  a s s i s t a n t ­
s h i p s  $ 5 . 0 0 p e r  hour and 2 graduate a s s i s ­
tantships $ 4 . 0 0  per hour • . S t u d e n t s  have 
to pay a l l  other f e e s .  O t h e r  types o f  
f i n a n c i a l  a s s i st a n c e  i s  ava i l a b l e . 
GEORG IA 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN COLLEGE 
Department of Instruction Adult and Vocational Education 
Statesboro, Georgia 30458 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Stanley G. Aman 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industrial Arts 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: To futher develop teacher competencies in the field 
of industrial art s .  TO update the teacher with 
with comtemporary methods, content , and techniques 
in the industrial arts field. To solidify and 
expand the philosophy and professionalism within 
the industrial arts field. To develop a more comp­
rehensive knowledge of industry and technology for 
public school industrial ares teachers.  
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS :  900 on the Gr�duate Record Examination and a . 
2 .  5 minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : No candidacy examination is required 
a final comprehensive examination is 
required. 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $182 . 00 
Out of State $275 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 1 graduate assistantship $256 . 00 per month , 
student has to pay all other fees . Other 
types of assistance is available. 
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA 
Department of Trade and Industrial Education 
Athens ,  Georgia 30601 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. John L. Scott 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Science in Industrial Educatio'n 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industry 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy and Supervisory 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : l .  To provide master trade and industry teachers for 
our public schools. 
2 .  To provide for persons who can read, interpurt, 
and perform basic research in trade and industry 
education. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 800 on the Graduate Record Examination or 500 
on the NTE Conunons Examination and a 2 .  6 minimum 
grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : No candidacy examination is required, 
an oral final examination is required . 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $185 .00 
Out of State $317 . 00 
Services- Resident $51 . 00 
Out of State $185 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : l graduate research assistantship $500.00 per 
month. Not all fees are waivered and not other 
types of financial assistance is available. 
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII 
College of Education 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 
HAWA I I  
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Alm 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: Curriculum development, departmental leadership, 
etc. combined with curriculum and instruction. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS :  None required 
FEE S : --
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate assistantships and tuition is 
waivered � of the time . No other financial 
assistance is available . 
ILLINO I S  
BRADLEY UNIVE R S I T Y  
Department of Manu f a c t u r i n g  
P e o r i a , I l l i n o i s  6 1 6 0 6  
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :  D r .  Arno l d  N e s s  
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DEGREE OFFERE D :  M a s t e r  o f  S c i en c e  i n  Indu s t r i a l  Ope r a t i o n s  
D I S C I PLINE BAS E :  Industry 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Techn i c a l  and Superv i so r y  
PROGRAM OBJECTIVE S : T o  p r o v i d e  advanced e d u c a t i o n  in the 
techni c a l  managment of 1 )  Produ c t i on 
proce s s e s  · 2 )  P r o c e s s  p l anning and 
development 3 )  Product devel opment 
4 )  T e c hn i c a l  s a l e s  and s e rv i c e s  5 )  
Nonmanuj a c tu r i n g  support . 
ADMI S S I ON REQUI REMENT S :  3 . 0  minimum grade p o i nt average arid 
two years work exper i ence . 
EVALUAT ION OF GRADUATE STUDENT S : Students take both a candid­
a c y  examination and a f i n a l  
comprehensive examinat i o n . 
FEES : T u i t i on per semester- Both r e s ident and Out o f  S tate 
$ 1 5 1 0 . 0 0 
FINANCIAL A S S I STANCE : 2 graduate r e s e arch a s s i stantships 
$ 9 . 5 0 p e r  hour and a l l  f e e s  waivere d .  
CHICAGO STATE UNIVERS ITY 
Occupational E d u c a t i o n  Department 
Chicago , I l l in o i s  6 0 6 2 8  
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: D r .  Edward J .  Re inhart 
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DEGREE OFFERE D :  M a � t e r  o f  S c i e n c e  i n  O c cupat i o n a l  E d u c a t i o n  
D I S C IPLINE BASE : Industry 
P ROGRAM ORIENTATION : T e chn i c a l  and Supervi sory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVE : To educate a person in h i s /her t e c h n i c a l  
a n d  super v i s or y  a r e a s  in order t h a t  t h e y  
m a y  be ava i l a b l e  f o r  advancement in t h e i r  
f i e ld s .  
ADM I S S ION REQUIREMENT S :  3 . 0  min imum grade point average .  
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENT S :  None required 
FEE S : T u i t i o n - R e s i dent $ 5 1 . 5 0 
Out o f  S t a t e  $ 9 6 . 5 0  
FINANCIAL A S S I STANCE : 5 h a l f  time · graduate a s s i st a n t s h i p s  
$ 3 0 0 . 0 0 per mont h .  A l l  other f e e s 
a r e  waiver ed . Other t y p e s  o f  f i nanc i a l  
a s s i s t a n c e  i s  avai l ab l e . 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERISTY 
S c h o o l  of Techno l ogy 
Cha r l e ston , I l l i n o i s  6 1 9 2 0  
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: D r .  John R .  Wright 
DEGREES OFFERE D :  
D I S C I PLINE BAS E :  
Master of S c i e n c e  in E d u c a t i o n  
M a s t er o f  S c i e n c e  
Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTAT I ON : P h i l o sophy 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES :  1 .  To develop an understanding o f  t e c h ­
. n o l ogy and i t s  impl i c a t i o n s  f o r  
indu s t r i a l  a r t s  e d u c a t i on . 
2 .  To i n v e s t i gate the pa s t ,  p r e s e n t  and 
and future developemnts o f  t e c h n o l o gy 
and t h e i r  r e l at i on ships to s o c i e t y ,  
people and edu c a t i on . 
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ADM I S S ION REQUIREMENT S :  Either the Graduate Record Examination 
or the M i l l e r  Ana l o g i e s  Test and a 
2 . 5  minimun grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : N o  c a n d i d a c y  examination i s  
requ i red , a p e r s c r ip t ive 
FEE S :  
o r  a 1 f i n  a 1 ex a·m in at i o n  i s  
requi r e d .  
T u i t i on per semester hour- Re s ident $ 2 2 . 5 0 
Out o f  S t a t e  $ 6 7 . 5 0 
S e r v i c e s  per seme ster hour- Both r e s ident and Out o f  
S t a t e  $ 7 . 6 5  
FINANCIAL A S S I STANCE : 7 graduate laboratory a s s i s t a n t s h i p s  
$ 2 1 0 . 0 0  per mont h .  T u i t i on i s  wa ivered 
but students have to pay $ 7 . 6 5 per hour . 
No other f i n an c i a l  a s s i stance i s  
avai labl e .  
ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Indus t r i a l  T e chnology 
Normal ,  I l l in o i s  6 1 7 6 1  
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: D r .  Gary Weede 
DEGREES OFFERE D :  
D I S C IPLINE BAS E : 
Master o f  S c i e n c e  in I n du s t r i a l  Te chnol ogy 
M a s t e r  o f  S c i e n c e  in Education 
I n d u s t r i a l  T e chnology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : T e c hn i c a l ,  S a f e t y , and Indu s t r i a l  Education 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVE S : - -
ADM I S S ION REQU I REMENTS : 2 . 4  min imum grade point average and a 
2 . 6  o n  the pro f e s s io n a l  deg ree . 
EVA�UAT ION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS :  Students have an option o f  
a the s i s ,  a d d i t i o n a l  hour s ,  
or a comprehensive exam­
ination . 
FEE S :  Tuition- Re s i dent $ 2 5 0 . 0 0 
Out o f  S t a t e  $ 7 5 0 . 0 0 
S e rv i c e s - Both Rei sdent and Out o f  S t a t e  $ 1 5 3 . 0 0  
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FINANCIAL A S S I STANCE : 4 graduate t e a c h i n g  a s s i s ta n t s hips 
$ 3 1 0 . 0 0  per month and 2 graduate 
r e s e a r c h  a s s i st a n t s h i p s  $ 3 1 0 . 0 0 per 
month . All other f e e s  are waivered 
and n o  other types o f  f i n a n c i a l  
a s s i s t a n c e  i s  avai l a b l e . 
NORTHERN I LL I N O I S  UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industry and Techn o l o gy 
DeKa l b ,  I l l i n o i s  6 0 1 1 5  
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: D r .  Robert Brown and Dr . Jame s Warner 
DeGREES OFFERE D :  
D I S C I PLINE BASE : 
M a s t e r  o f  S c i e n c e  
M a s t e r  of S c i e n c e  i n  Educat i on 
Industry , T e c h n o l o gy , and I nd u s t r i a l  T e c h ­
n o l ogy , depending upon o b j e c t i v e s  o f  the 
student . 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Techni c a l  and Superv i s o r y  
PROGRAM OBJECTIVE S : M a s t e r  o f  S c i e nc e :  Primary o b j e c tive i s  
t o  b u i l d  upon compete n c i e s  developed at 
the b a c c a laureate l e v e l  and prepare 
students to a s sume p o s i t i o n s  as super­
v i s o r s  of t e chno l o g i s t s  in manufacturing 
i n du st r ie s i  and instructors and/or 
d i r e c t o r s  . o f  s a f e t y  t r a i n i n g  programs 
i n  b u s i n e s s  and i n du s t r y . 
M a s t e r  o f  S c i e n c e  i n  Education : ·p r imary 
o b j e c t ive i s  to b u i l d  upon compe t e n c i e s  
developed a t  t h e  b a c c a laureate l e v e l  a n d  
prepar� stude n t s  to a s s ume p o s i t i o n s  a s  
m a s t e r  t e a c h e r s  and/or admi n i s t rators i n  
i n d u s t r i a l  a d n  t e c h n i c a l  educat i on 
programs at the ' e l ementa r y , secondary , o r  
j un i o r  c o l l e g e  leve l s .  
ADMI S S I ON REQUIREMENT S :  Graduate Record Examination and a 
2 . 5  o n  a 4 . 0  s c a l e  min imum grade 
p o i n t  avera g e . 
EVALUAT ION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A comprehen s ive e x a m i n a i t i o n  
i s  requi red , t h e  format i s  
determined by the student . 
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FEES : .Tuition p e r  s e m e s t e r - Res ident $ 2 5 0 . 0 0 
Out o f  S t a t e  $ 7 5 0 . 0 0  
S e r v i c e s  per s e m e s t e r - Both R e s ident and Out o f  S t a t e  
$ 1 4 0 . 0 0 
FINANCIAL A S S I STANCE : 1 1  t eaching a s s i st a n t s h i p s  $ 2 7 0 . 0 0  to 
$ 3 2 5 . 0 0 ,  3 graduate r e s e a r c h  a s s i stant 
ships $ 3 0 0 . 0 0  to $A 2 5 . 0 0 .  T u i t i o n  i s  
waivered but students have to p a y  the 
service f e e .  Other types of f i n a n c i a l  
a s s i stance i s  avai lab l e .  
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
Department o f  Vo c a t i o n a l  and T e c hn i c a l  Education 
Urbana , I l l in o i s  6 1 8 0 1  
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: D r .  H e n r y  J .  S r e d l  
DEGREE OFFERE D :  
DISC IPLINE BASE : 
M a s t e r  o f  Education i n  v o c a t i o n a l  and T e c h n i c a l  
Education 
Industry 
PROGRAM ORIENTAT I ON : P h i l o sophy and Supervi so r y  
PROGRAM OBJECT I VE S : T h e  d i v i s ion i s  a n  ac tive l e a d e r  i n  
r e d u c i n g  b i a s  toward t r a d i t i o n a l  rol e s ,  
and i n  encouraging r e t a i n i n g  f o r  o c cupa­
t i o n a l  mob i l i t y .  Gradua t e s  are employed 
in leaaing univ e r s i t i e s ,  commun i t y  c o l l e g e s ,  
s c h o o l  s y s t em s ,  busine s s e s , and industry 
abroa d . � s  currently conduc t i ng re search 
i n  s c o r e  o f  pro j e c t s  valued at $ 8 0 0 , 0 0 0 ,  
invo lving i s s u e s  on the fore front o f  the 
f i e l d  • .  
ADM I S S ION REQUIREMENT S : Both. the Graduate Record Examination 
and the M i l l er Ana l o g i e s  T e s t  i s  
required . A 4 . 0  o n  a 5 . 0  s c a l e  i s  
required t o  be a dm i t t e d .  
EVALUATION O F  GRADUATE STUDENTS : A f i n a l  comprehe n s ive oral 
i s  require d .  A the s i s  and 
and a n  internship is a l so 
required for graduat i o n . 
FINANC�AL A S S I STANC E :  
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5 graduate r e s e r a c h  � � � i 3 t a n t s h i p s  
$ 5 4 2 . 0 0 .  3 graduate t e a c � � � g  a s s i s ­
tantships $ 5 4 2 . 0 0 .  S e v e r a l  gene� � �  
v o c a t i o n a l  and t e c h n i c a l  education 
research a s s i st a n t s h i p s  $ 5 4 2 . 0 0 .  A l l  
f e e s  are waiver e d . 
WESTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
Department o f  Indus t r i a l  Education and Technology 
Macomb , I l l i n o i s  6 1 4 5 5  
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: D r .  Herman G r i e senbrock 
DEGREE OFFERED : M a s t e r  o f  S c i e n c e  in Industrial Technology 
D I S C I PLINE BASE : Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVE S : 
T e c hn i c a l  
1 .  T o  provide indepth educational exper­
i e n c e  for t e ch n o l ogy maj o r s . 
2 .  T o  provide indepth exper ien c e s  for the 
t e a c hing o r i e nted student . 
3 .  To provide exper i e n c e s  for the student 
i nt e r e s t e d  in a c a r e e r  change . 
AD�I S S I ON REQUI REMENT S :  1 0 5 0  o n  the Graduate Record Exami­
n a t io n , and a 2 . 5  m i nimum grade 
point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENT : A c a n d i d a c y  examination i s  
required t o  help when 
a d v i s i n g  the student·; 
' ,PEE S :  - Tu_ition per semester hour- R e s i d e n t  $ 2 2 . 5 0  
Out o f  S t a t e  $ 6 7 . 5 0 
Servi c e s - Both R e s i d e n t  and Out o f  S t a t e  $ 8 2 . 5 0 
FINANCIAL A� S I STANC E : 5 graduat e  a s s i s ta n t s hips were ava i l ­
abl e .  2 gradua te teaching a s s i s t a n t ­
s h i p s  $ 2 90 . 00 .  A l l  f e e s  e x cept $ 9 3 . 7 5 
a r e  waive r e d .  Other type s o f  f inanc i a l  
a s s i s t a n c e  i s  avai l a bl e .  
I ND I ANA 
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BALL STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industrial Education and Technology 
Muncie, Indiana 47306 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. William H. Middleton 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Arts 
Master of Arts in Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industry and Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy, Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 1. To provide a masters degree that · is necessary 
for professionalization of the teaching license . 
2 .  To provide the student an opportunity to 
acquire greater breadth and depth in laboratory 
skills.  
3.  To provide the student an ppportunity to develop · 
a greater insight in the professional development 
of a teacher. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : None for admission but a 3 . 0  must be maintained 
after admitted . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENT : None 
FEES :  Total cost per quarter- Resident $280.00 
out of State $560.00 
$ 2 . 00 per. hour of graduate credit 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 10 laboratory assistantships $311 . 00 per month . 
All fees except $64 . 00 per quarter waivered . 
Other types of assistance is available .  
INDIANA STATE UNivERSITY 
School of Technology 
Terre Haute, Indiana 47809 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Arts in Industrial Arts 
Master of Science in Industrial Arts 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry and its supporting technologies. 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy and Technical 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : For most students the masters in Indiana is a fifth 
year of teacher education. Some additional emphasis 
is placed on research and on individual , independent 
study. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : None 
EVALUATION OF GRADAUTE STUDENTS: A thesis is required depending upon 
degree selected by the student . 
FEES : Total per semester hour- Resident $28 . 00 
Out of State $ 3 1 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 5 graduate assistantships $2 , 200.00 per academic 
year. All fees are waivered except $1·3 . 80 service 
fee. Other types of assistance is available . 
INDIANA UNIVERSITY 
Vocational Education Department 
Bloomington , Indiana 47401 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Thomas White 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Vocational Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 1 .  To improve the skills of vocational instructional 
personnel 
2 .  To prepare vocational administrative personnel. 
3. To provide the foundation for advanced graduate 
study. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 2 .  5 minimum grade point average and an a state­
ment of goals and thr�e reference·s . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : None 
FEES : · Tuition per semester hour.,- Re·sident $38 . 00 
Out of State $90.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 5 graduate assistantships $220 . 00 to $400 .00 per 
month. Tuition is waivered sometimes but students 
always have to pay $70.00 per semester. Other 
types of assistance is available. 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industrial Education 
West Lafayette , Indiana 47907 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :  Dr. Roland Guay 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 1 .  Development of professional teachers . 
2 .  Development of leadership potential. 
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 5 . 0  no conditions, 4 . 8  to 5 . 0  conditional with 
references. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A candidacy examination of masters 
project of thesis is required , it is 
an oral examination. 
FEES : Tuition per semester- Resident $375 . 00 
out of State $850.00 
Graduation Fee- $10.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 12 graduate teaching assistantships $390 . 00 .  
Tuition is waivered but students have to pay 
$60.00 student activities and health fee. 
Other types of assistance is available. 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Industrial Education Department 
Ames, Iowa 50011 
IOWA 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. William G .  Miller 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry, Technology, Industrial Technology , and Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: Concentrations are provided in: 
1. Industrial Arts 
2 .  Vocational/Technical 
3 .  Industry 
4 .  Safety 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Upper � of B . S .  degree class 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENT : Students who choose the thesis 
option have an oral defense of 
their thesis. 
FEES: Tuition per quarter- Resident $286.00 
Out of State $606 . 00 
Services per quarter- Both Resident and Out of State $14.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 6 research assistantships $435 . 00 per month , 
4 teaching assi stantships $435 . 00 per month , 
and 2 administrative assistantships $435 .00 
per month. Part of tuition is waivered 
depending upon state of residence . Other 
types of assistance is available. 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA 
Department of Industrial Technology 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Richard A .  Swanson 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Arts in Industrial Arts 
Master of Arts in Technology 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Technolgy 
, PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory , 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Industrial arts . graduate program is designed to 
prepare professionally competent educationa l person­
nel, such as highly qualified teachers at the 
elementary, secondary , and post-secondary leve l ,  
and supervisors of industrial arts at the 
elemeantary and secondary level. 
Technology program is designed for those people 
who wish to become : 
1 .  Master vocational-technical teachers in area 
schools and or community college s .  
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2 .  Supervisors or directors in area vocational­
technical schools or community colleges . 
3 .  Industrial supervisors or managers of service, 
sales research, and development, or industrial 
in-service educational programs 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Graduate Record Examinati9n, no minimum score , 
and a 3 . 0  minimum grade point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A candidacy examination is required 
and so is a final comprehensive 
examination either written or oral 
depending upon thesis or nonthesis 
requirements .  
FEES: Tuition per semester- Resident $409.00 
Out of State $840_.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 9 graduate assistantships $ 2 , 600.00 per year 
and all fees are waivered. Other types of 
financial assistance is available. 
EMPORIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Industrial Education Department 
Einporia, Kansas 67117 
KANSAS 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. D .  M. Froelich 
DEGREE OFFERED: Maste.r of Science in Industrial Education 
DISC�PLINE BASE: Technology and Industrial Arts 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : To provide advanced. preparation for the industrial 
arts · teacher- professionai and technical course s .  
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 .  5 minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : No candidacy examination is r.equired, 
an informal oral final examination i s  
given . 
FEES: Tuition- Resident $200.00 
out of State $500.00 
Services- Both Resident and Out of State $70 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 1 graduate teaching assistantship $261.00 
per month. Tuition is reduced but student 
still has to pay some fee s .  Other types 
· of assistance is available . 
FORT HAYS STATE UNIVERSITY 
Industrial Arts Department 
Hays, Kansas 67601 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Ruda 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science in Industrial Arts 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Technical 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Develop a background of industrial arts, its 
history, philosophy., and its direction of growth . 
Develop advanced expertise in industrial skills 
and knowledge. Develop industrial safety habits ,  
ski l l s ,  awareness, and practice related to 
industrial teaching and everyday living. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 3 .  0 minimum grade point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: Students are required to take an oral 
and written final comprehensive. 
FEES: Tuition- Resident $ 20 . 75 
OUt of State $40 . 7 5  
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate teaching assistantships $235 . 00 
per month. Tuition is not waivered but all 
other fees are waivered . Other types of 
assistance is available . 
PITTSBURG STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industrial Arts 
Department of Vocational, Technical Education 
Pittsburg, Kansas 66762 
GRADUATE COORDINATORS: I .A .  Dr. F .  V. Sullivan 
V . E .  Dr. Ben Vineyard 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Depends upon major. 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy, Technical ,  and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Update teaching skills. 
Update and expand technical knowledge. 
Develop basic research ability. 
Keep up with developments in the field. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 .  5 minimum grade point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A candidacy examination is not 
required. Students have to take 
a written final examination over 
courses taken. 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $255 . 25 
Out of State $555 . 25 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 6 graduate assistantships $100.00 per month. 
One half of tuition is waivered. No other 
types of financial assistance is available. 
KENTUCKY 
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
Industrial Education and Technology Department 
- . -Richmond ,  Kentucky 40475 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :  Dr. C .  Craft 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Science in Industrial Education 
Master of Science in Industrial Technology 
Master of Arts in Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : All three , depending upon degree. 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Graduate Record Examinaiton and a 2 . 4  
minimum grade point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Students are required to take 
a oral final comprehensive 
examination. 
FEES : Tuition per semester- Resident $285.00 
out of State $710.00 
Services per semester- Both Resident and Out of State $ 13 . 50 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 6 graduate assistantships $2 , 700 .00 for nine 
month school year, $ 3 , 000.00 for entire school · 
year. Out of state tuition is waivered . Other 
types of assistance is available. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industrial Education and Technology 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Don Hay 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science in Vocational Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Vocational Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory and some Technical 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES :  To provide graduates with administrative and 
supervisory skills in vocational education with 
an emphasis in trade and industry. Plus a 
better understanding of of career and occupational 
and technical education. 
' -ADMISSION ro:QUIREMENTS : Graduate Record Examination 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : No candidacy examination is required. 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $275 . 00 
An oral final comprehensive examina­
tion is required. 
out of state $700 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 4 graduate teaching assistantships $250.00 
per month . 1 graduate research assistant­
ship $250 . 00 per month. Student has to pay 
all other fees. No other financial assistance 
is available. 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industrial Education 
Murray, Kentucky 42071 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Paul Lyons 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Science in Industrial Education 
Master of Arts 
·
in Education 
Master of Science in Industrial Education (VTE) 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industry, Technology, and Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Technical and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: 1 .  Prepare persons for teaching and sup
e
rvisory 
positions in secondary and post secondary 
industrial education programs- community 
colleges and universities. 
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2 .  To prepare persons for entry into the field of 
business and industry in the area of training. 
3 .  Prepare persons for entry into other fields 
where occupational or technical preperation is 
of prime importance. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 2 . 5  minimum grade point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Either a written or an oral final 
comprehensive examination is 
required depending upon the type 
of degree. 
FEES: Tuition- Resident $63 5 . 00 
OUt of State $710.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate teaching assistantships $240.00 
per month. Tuition is waivered bu� n�t 
all fees are waivered. No other types of 
financial assistance is available. 
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY 
Department of Vocational Education 
Lexington, Kentucky 40506 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Clayton Omvig 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Science in Education (VE) 
Master of Science in Education ( IE) 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry , Technology , and Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 800 on the Graduate Record Examination and 
3 . 0  minimum grade point average. 
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EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENT : An oral final comprehensive examina­
tion is required. 
FE.ES : Tuition per seme ster- Resident $313.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 
Out of State $878.00 
1 graduate 
per mo{lth . 
has to pay 
assistance 
research assistantship $360.00 
Tuition is waivered but student 
laboratory fees. No other financial 
is avai lable . 
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industrial Education and Technology 
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Donald D .  Wendt 
DEGREE OFFERED: . Master of Arts in Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Technology ·and Teacher Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy, Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : To improve the competencies of persons who are 
teaching in or administering industrail education 
.programs. 
To serve as the basis for entry into a specialist 
or doctoral degree program . 
To maintain flexibility to meet the needs of 
studen�s with v·arying b�ckgrounds and aspirations . 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 700 on the Graduate Record Examination or 
a 2 .  5 minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : No candidacy examination is required, 
an oral final com�rehensive examina­
tion i s  required. 
FEES: Tuition per credit hour- Resident $27 . 00 
Out of State $56 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 4 graduate teaching assistantships $266.66 
per month . Student has to pay all the 
normal fees including tuition. No other 
types of financial assistance is available .  
LOU I S I ANA 
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Industrial and Technical Education Department 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. James G. McMurry 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industry , Technology, Industrial Technology , 
and Industrial Arts 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Major emphasis upon Supervisory 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: To enhance the tffectiveness of the classroom or 
lab teacher. (Professional and Technical Comp­
etencies) 
To provide training in supervisory, administration, 
and leadership positions in industrial eaucation. 
To provide exposure to and experience in research 
and research activities related to industrial 
education. 
To promote professionalism in industrial education. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: Graduate Rec9rd Examination or a 2 . 5  on a 
4 . 0  scal e .  
EVALUATION OF GRADAUTE STUDENTS : A written .and oral final comprehensive 
examination is required for gradaution. 
FEES: Tuition- Resident $ 2 10 . 00 
Out of State $410.00 
Services- Both Resident· and Out o f  State $15 . 00 
Application Fee- $10.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 1 graduate teaching assistantship $358 . 00 
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per month . 
$358 .00 per 
student has 
other types 
1 graduate research assistantship 
month . Tuition is waivered and all 
to pay is the activity fee. No 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MAINE 
Industrial Education Program 
Gorham , Maine 04038 
of assistance is available. 
MA I NE 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Authur O .  Berry 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science in Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industry and Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy and Technical 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 1 .  Exhibit and acceptable degree of profess ional 
competence and proficiency essential for meeting 
educational and social challenges .  
2 .  Show additional technical competencies and 
understandings in their major area of concentration. 
3 .  Analyze and evaluate recent issues in industrial 
education, curriculum innovations and strategies 
for program improvement and or implementation. 
4 .  Explain how the relationship between industrial 
education and technology and the academic 
disciplines affect the development of the 
learners for a contemporary culture . 
5 .  Identify and reserach problems in industrial 
education and· utilize the results' of research 
for professional improvement. 
6 .  Evaluate their interest in and potential for 
educational leadership or other service in or 
outside their area 'of concentration. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 40 on the Miller Analogies Test, 2 . 5  
grade point average and 3 letters of reference . 
EVALUATION OF GRADAUTE STUDENT : Students take a written final examination 
based upon the program objective s .  
FEES : Tuition per credit- Both Resident and Out of State $30 . 0 0  
, 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : None 
MARYLAND 
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 
Industrial Education Department 
College Park, Maryland 20742 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Joseph F. Luetkemeyer 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Arts in Industrial Education 
Master of Education in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industry and Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: l. Broad understanding of education, i . e .  
philosophy , history, issue s ,  trends, and 
function . 
2 .  Understanding curriculum and instruction 
in the area of industrial arts. 
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3 .  Understanding learning processes and learning 
theory. 
4 .  Competence in the reading, analysis, interpre­
tation, and development of research in the field 
of education and industrial art s .  
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 3 .  0 minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : All students have to take a 6 hour 
comprehensive examinaition . A thesis 
is required for all M . A .  students and 
they must take a final oral on thesis. 
FEES : Tuition per credit- Resident $60 . 00 
out of State $105.00 
Parking- Both Resident and out of State $6 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 3 graduate teaching assi stantships $405 .00 
per month. 3 graduate reserach assistant­
ships $405.00 per month . All fees are 
waivered and other financial assi stance is 
available. 
MASSACHUSETTS 
FITCHBURG STATE COLLEGE 
Industrial Technology Department 
· Fitchburg, Massachusetts 01420 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. George B .  James 
DEGREES. OFFERED :  Masters in Industrial Education 
Masters in Occupational Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Technology and Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Masters in Industrial Education 
1 .  Update people teaching industrial art s .  
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2.  Provide opportunities for people to advance them­
selves to better teaching positions or go into 
administration 
3 .  Develop curriculum . 
Masters in Occupational Education 
1. Upgrade and update vocational teachers .  
2 .  Teach vocational teachers about curriculum 
and advanced methods of teaching in shop areas. 
3 .  Provide background and credentials for admin­
istration or vocational guidance coun seling. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: Miller Analogies Test and the undergraduate 
record are combined . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : None 
FEES : Tuition per credit- Resident $ 35 . 00 
. .  
OUt of State $42.00 
Library and Campus Center- Both Resident and Out of State $10 . 00 
Registration- Both Resident and Out of State $10.00 
FINANCIAL ASSI$TANCE : 2 graduate assistant�hips $3 , 00 0 . 00 per year. 
All other fees are waivered . 
MICHIGAN 
ANDREWS UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industrial Education 
Berrein Springs ,  Michigan 49104 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Williams 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Arts in Teaching 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industrial Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Better equip the student professionally to meet 
the demands of the classroom. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 .  5 minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENT : A written candidacy examination is 
required . 
FEES : Tuition- Both Resident and Out of State $ 1 , 88 2 . 00 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 1 graduate assistantship . No fees are waivered 
but other types of assistance is available . 
CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
Department of Inaustrial Education and Technology 
Mt. Pleasant, Michigan 48859 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. J. Barry DuVall 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Science in Industrial 
Master of Science in Industrial 
Master of Science in Indsutrial 
Master of Science in· Vocational 
Education 
Technology· 
Supervision and Management 
Education/Special Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Technology or Industrial Technology, depending upon major . 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy, Te"chnical , and Supervisory, depending 
upon major. 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : To improve the effectiveness of teachers of industrail 
art s ,  vocational industrial education, and technology 
education. 
To improve the understanding of individuals requarding 
technology, and its impact on society. 
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To enable learners to experiment with change and 
develop strategies for coping with change in a 
rapidly changing world. 
To prepare individuals as managers and supervisors 
capable of understanding the needs of people and 
solving real-world problems dealing with technology. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS·: 2 .  5 minimum grade point . average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Either a thesis or an option of two 
supervised research studies is required . 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $35 . 00 
Out of State $77 . 00 
There are seyeral fees to numerous to mention but are listed in 
the University ' s  Bulletin . 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 4 graduate assistantships, stipends range from 
$4, 300 to $ 5 , 000. Other types of assistance is 
also available. 
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industiral Education 
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Delmar L. Larsen 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Arts in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Tec�mology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy and Technical 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: 1. Provide advanced preparation in professional, 
technical, and cognate areas. 
2 .  Increase the competency of a teacher, supervisor, 
or administrator of industrial education in the 
areas of industry, foundations, curriculum, and 
research. 
3 .  Develop an awareness and understanding of the 
philosophical, social, and economic foundations 
as bases for industrial education programs . 
4 .  Produce professional personnel who will have the 
appropriate knowledge and competencies to promote 
and develop comprehensive and viable industrial 
education programs. 
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5 .  Provide considerable flexibility in the selection 
of courses to meet the needs of each student . 
6 .  Enable the student to acquire a broaa knowledge 
of literature in industrial education. 
7 .  Provide a strong foundation for professional 
advancement and personal upgrading. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 .  25 minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENT: None 
FEES: Tuition per semester- Resident $39 . 00 
out of State $95 .00 
Registration fee- Both Resident and Out o f  State $20.oo · �· 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 13 graduate teaching assi stantships $394 .00 
and no . fees are waivered . No other types 
of financial assistance are available .  
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Secondary Education and 
Curriculum- Industrial Education 
East Lancing, Michigan 48823 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :  Dr. C .  Blair MacLean 
DEGREES OFFERED: · Master of Arts in Industrial Education 
Master of Science in Industrial Education 
DI�CIPLINE BASE: None 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : To provide for the professional development 
of teachers in the field· and to provide ·a route 
to teaching at the community college and 
university leve l .  
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS :· 2 .  5 minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS :  None 
FEES: Tuition per credit- Resident $29 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : None 
Out of State $57 . 50 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
Occupational Education Program 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 49109 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Gordon C. McMahon 
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DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Arts in Comprehensive Occupational Education 
Master of Science in Allied Health 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Comprehensive Occupational Education and Allied Health 
Occupation s .  
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : None 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : None 
FEES : Tuition per term- Resident $855.00 
Out of State $ 1 , 915 . 00 
F!NANCIAL ASSISTANCE : No assistantships ,  only other types of assistance .  
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY 
Vocational and Applied Arts Education 
Detroit, Michigan 48202 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :  Dr. Patrick W. Miller 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Education 
Master of Arts in Teaching 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Teacher Education 
. PROGRAM ORIENTATION : 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Vocational and applied arts education is conunitted 
to the implementation of competency-based graduate 
programs . · Programs leading to the Master of Education 
degree provide opportunity for emphasis in various 
curriculum areas which include business education, 
distributive education , family life education and 
industrial education. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 .  6 minimum grade point average . 
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EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A Master of Arts student teaching is 
required . 
FEES : 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : None 
WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
Industrial Education Department 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Charles G. Risher 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Arts in Teaching of Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Technology and Industrial Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy, Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : l .  Improve teaching capabilities. 
2 .  Advance vocational education administrative 
capablilites. 
3 .  Prepare industrial management and supervision 
personnel .  
4 .  Provide for development of advanced technical 
skills and knowledge . 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 . 6  ·minimum grade point average on a 4 . 0  scale . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: None 
FEES : Tuition per semester hour- Resident $34 . 50 
Out of State $77 . 75 
Services- Both Resident and Out of State $10.00 for less than 
3 credit hours . 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate teaching assistantships $ 3 , 600 . 00 for 
8 month academic year. Tuition is not waivered 
nor are any other fees. Other financial assist­
ance is available. 
MINNESOTA 
MANKATO STATE UNIVERSITY 
Industrial and Technical Studies 
Mankato, Minnesota 56601 
GRADUATE. COORDINATOR: Dr. Gordon Gavin 
DEGREES OFFERED : Mast�r of Science in Industrial Education 
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Master of Science in Industrial Education Vocational 
Track 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Technical 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 1 .  To develop 
2 .  To develop 
technical understanding . 
advanced skills. 
3 .  To acquaint induviduals with modern 
practices. 
4 .  To develop curriculum mate�ials . 
s .  To develop teaching skills. 
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 1000 on the Graduate Record Examination and a 
2 .  65 minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : No candidacy examination is required 
but a written final comprehensive 
examination is required . 
FEES : Tuition per quarter credit hour- Resident $13 . 65 
Out of State $27 . 40 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate teaching assistantships $2 , 5 0 0 . 00 
for 3 quarters. No fees are waivered and no . 
other types of assistance is available . 
MOORHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industrial Studies 
Moorhead, Minnesota 56560 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :  Dr. Clyde o .  Kale 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Science in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: 1. To provide coursework emphasizing study of 
history and philosophy of industrial and 
vocational education. 
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2 .  To provide opportunity for class discussion, 
literature review, and outside resource indivi­
duals so that the candidate can synthesize and 
develop a personal philosophy reguarding industrial 
and vocational education. 
3 .  To provide coursework and the opportunity to 
develop curriculum derived from an analysis 
of an occupation, and the development of 
instructional aids to supplement the methods 
used to teach the curriculum. 
4 .  To provide the theory and practice required 
to make the learner proficient in developing 
teacher-made tests which effectively measure 
the extent of learner achievement . The student 
will be able to establish evaluation procedures 
based on either norm-referenced creterion­
referenced standards .  
5 .  To provide classroom work dealing with the 
organization of school shops and laboratories 
and administration of practical arts and 
vocational education programs . 
6 .  To provide coursework necessary for the candidate 
to gain an understanding of career education , 
how individuals make occupational choices ,  and 
how the industrial education teacher relates 
to the vocational guidance program in the school. 
7 .  To provide coursework and laboratory/shopwork to 
upgrade the teacher ' s  skill area speciality. 
8 .  To provide the necessary background in the 
psychological foundations of education so that 
the student has a basis for developing sound 
learning and teaching theories. 
9. To provide the learner with the opportunity to 
_ preform applied. research in an area ·of his or 
her choosing • 
. 10 . To provide the candidate with a graduate program 
of sufficient flexibility to allow for some 
individualization of that program. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 1000 on the Graduate Record Examination and 
a 2 . 65 minimum grade point average .  
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A final written comprehensive examina­
tion is required. 
FEES : Tuition per credit- Resident $24 . 25 
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Out of State $24. 25 
Services per quarter- Both Resident and Out o f  State $36 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : No graduate assistantships are available , only 
student work study . 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Division of Industrial Education 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. David Bjorkquist 
DEGREES OFFERED :  Master o f  Arts in Industrial Education 
Master of Education in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: M.Ed.- Instruction M . A . - Futher Graduate Study 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: Master of Education- Develop pedagogical and or 
technical competencies to become a master teacher . 
Master of Arts- Introduction to advanced study 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Miller Analogies Test and a 2 .  75 minimum grade 
point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENT : A final written comprehensive examina.:.. 
tion is required. 
FEES : 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE: 9 graduate teaching assistantships $666.00 per 
month. 2 graduate research· assistantships 
$666.00 pe.r month. TUition is not waivered and 
students have to pay resident tuition . 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA-DULUTH 
Department of Industrial and Technical Studies 
Duluth , Minnesota 55812 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR : 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Industrial Safety 
Master Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry and Industrial Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES :  Master of Industrial Safety- To prepare qualified 
personnel for safety, supervison, a�d management 
P9Sitions in busine s s ,  governgment, and industry. 
Master Education- Traditional industrial and 
vocational teacher education graduate program­
career advancement etc. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Other 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : None 
FEES : Tuition per quarter- Resident $254 .00 
OUt of State $724 
Services per quarter- Resident $ 23 . 00 
out of State $65 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : No graduate assistantship s ,  only fellowships . 
MISSISSIPPI  
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY 
Industrial and Occupational Education Department 
Mississippi State , Mississippi 39762 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR : Dr. R. J. Vasek 
DEGREES OFFERED : Master of Education in Industrial Education 
Master of Science in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : .. Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Philosophy , methods ,  communications ,  and trend s .  
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: A written final comprehensive exami­
nation is required. The Master of 
Science degree requires a thesi s .  
FEES: Tuition per semester- Resident $360.00 
out of State $300.00 
Services per semester- Both Resident and Out of State $ 5 . 00 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate teaching assistantships $400.00 per 
month. 2 graduate research assistantships 
$400.00 per month. Only out of state tuition 
is waivered. Other types of assistance is 
available. 
MISSOURI 
CENTRAL MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY 
Industrial Arts and Technology 
Warrensburg , Missouri 64093 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :  Dr. Robert E. Goetz 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Science 
Master of Science in Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy and Technical 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 1 .  Enable students to achieve a greater depth of 
understanding in an industrial teaching area 
such as graphic art s ,  power, or to enable them 
to receive greater breadth of understanding and 
skills in other industrial area s .  
2.  Prepare students for continued work in industrial 
arts ana technology education. 
3 .  Enable industrial arts and technology teachers to 
advance toward a goal which they may have chosen. 
4 .  Prepare students to collect, organize, · and utilize 
reserach material findings in an acceptable 
rhetorical style. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Either the Graduate Record Examination or the 
Miller Analogies Test, and a 2 . 1  minimum grade 
point average . 
EVLAUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A written final comprehensive exami­
nation is required . 
FEES : Tuition per quarter- Resident $130.00 
out of State $330 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 5 graduate assi stantships, 2 graduate teaching 
assistantships $255 . 00 per month . Only out of 
state fees are waivered . Other assistance is 
available. 
NORTHEAST MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY 
Practical Arts Division 
Kirksville , Missouri 63501 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Robert L .  Stephens 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Arts in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industry 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: Three options are available : 1) for the student 
desiring futher advanced degrees ,  post-secondary 
teaching and or supervisory positions in industrial 
education. 2) post-secondary teaching aor second­
ary supervision in industrial education . 3) for 
students wishing to become master teachers and or 
department supervisor� in secondary education. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : A minimum score on the Miller Analogies test 
of 25 or a 2 . 5  minimun grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A final comprehensive examination, 
both written and oral is required. 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate teaching assistantships $220 . 00-
$280.00 per month . All fees are waivered and 
other financial assistance is available . 
NORTHWEST MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industrial Arts Education and Technology 
Maryville, Missouri 64468 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :  Dr. John Rhoades 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science in . Industrial Ar-ts Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Arts Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy , Technica l ,  and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: 1. To provide for advanced coursework concerning 
industry , including processes of technological 
development resulting from industrial advancement. 
2 .  To provide experiences for organization of subject 
materials in the field of industrial arts education. 
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3 .  To improve the qualifications of industrial 
arts teachers by providing advanced study in 
skill areas of industrial arts through advanced 
courses; independent study and investigation 
in these skill areas . 
4 .  To provide graduate level instruction for those 
who will be seeking advanced degree programs in 
industrial arts education and who will be assuming 
leadership functions in the field of industrial 
arts education. 
5 .  To provide opportunity for interpretation and 
application of findings of related research 
in the field of industrial arts education. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Graduate Record Examination and a 2 . 2  minimun 
grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENT: No candidacy examination required, a 
written final comprehensive examination 
is required. 
FEES : Tuition per semester- Both Resident and Out of State $190.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE: 2 laboratory assi stantships $125 . 00 tuition is 
waivered but students have to pay $60.00 each 
semester. No other financial assistance is 
avialable. 
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industrial and Tec!"lnical Education 
Cape Girardeua ,  Missouri 63701 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Bill Stacy 
. ,DEGREE_ OFFE�D: Master of Arts in Teaching 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 .  25 minimum grade point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: Students are required to take a final 
comprehensive examination . 
FEES : Tuition- Both Resident and Out of State $150.00 
Services- Both Resident and Out of State $62 . 00 
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FINANCiAL ASSISTANCE : l graduate assi stantship. All fees except the 
the graduation fee is waivered. Other types of 
financial assistance is available. 
SOU!'HWEST MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industrial Education and Technology 
Springfield, Mis souri 65802 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Orin R. Robinson 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Sceince in Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Education and Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : To meet the educational needs and interests of 
the student. 
To prepare a master teacher . 
To expand the students ability to preform those 
teaching assignments which he or she hopes to 
be involved in the future . 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Graduate Record Examination and a 2 . 5  minimum 
grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A written comprehensive final exami­
nation is required. 
FEES :  Tuition per semester- Resident $200.00 
Graduation fee- $10.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : None 
out of State $450.00 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 
Industrial Education 
Columbia, Missouri 65201 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Bob Stewart 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Arts 
Master of Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industry, Technology , and Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy and Supervisory 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Prepare students to assume a leadership role in 
their profession as well as to become master 
teachers of their discipline. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Either the Graduate Record Examination or the 
Miller Analogies Test and a minimum grade point 
average of 3 . 0 .  
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: Students are required to take a written 
and oral final comprehensive examina­
tion. 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $396.00 
OUt of State . $792 .00 
Services- Both Resident and Out o f  State $22 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 12 curriculum development assi stantship $460.00 
per month . 8 graduate teaching assistantships 
$460. 00 per month. 5-10 reserach assistantships 
$460.00 per month. Only out of state tuition is 
waivered . Assistants have to pay $418.00 each 
term. No other assistance is available . 
NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE 
Vocational Technical Division 
Harve , Montana 59501 
MONTANA 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Or. Warren Gardner 
DEGREES OFFERED : Master of Education in Vocational-Technical Education 
Master of Science ·in Industrial 'Arts 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philo sophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Teacher training and supervisory training 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Graduate Record Examination 
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EVLAUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Students are required to take a written 
and oral final examinaiton. 
FEES : Tuition per quarter- Resident $159.00 
out of State $336 . 00 
. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : Graduate assistantships are offered from time to 
time, all fees are waivered. No other financial 
is available . 
NEBRASKA 
CHADRON STATE COLLEGE 
Department of Industrial Education 
Chadron, Nebraska 69337 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :  Dr. Bruce Bartels 
DE9REE OFFERED : Master of Science in Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: To assist students in acquiring those qualities 
found necessasy for leadership in the education 
profession. 
To increase the effectiveness of public school 
teaching by broading and deepening the preperation 
of teachers in both the academic fields of 
professional education. 
To select and develop professionally those canidates 
who have demons�rated the leadership and · academic 
competence essential for becoming superior teachers ,  
counselors ,  and educational adminstrators. 
To provide the intellectual stimulation and 
foundation for more advan�ed study. 
To help teachers interpret current thinking and 
practice in the field of education by understanding 
and applying the findings of educational research. 
To acquaint candidates with the nature and significance 
of research and provide opportunities for the 
application of reaearch techniques .  
To provide rigorous core program of advanced courses 
in such a flexible arrangement that the individual 
needs of the teacher may met. 
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Either the Graduate Record Examination , the 
Miller Analogies Test , or a 2 . 25 mini.mum grade 
point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: Students are required to take a final 
comprehensive oral examination. 
FEES: Tuition per hour- Resident $17. 50 
out of State $27 . 50 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate assistantships, tuition is waivered, 
but the student has to pay the services fee. 
Other types of assistance is available. 
KEARNEY STATE COLLEGE 
Department of Industrial Education 
Kearney, Nebraska 68847 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Warren B .  Messman 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Arts in Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industrial Arts 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Technical 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : To improve the professional competencies of industrial 
arts and trade and industrial education teachers .  
To provide course experiences that are approximate 
for school 3dministrators and related supervisory 
personnel .  
To provide course experiences in appropriate 
subjects for teachers in other areas and for those 
desiring such courses for personal enrichment . 
' ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Graduate Record Examination or at least a 2 . 5  
minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A written and oral final comprehensive 
examination is required. 
FEES : Tuition per semester hour- Resident $18.00 
out of State $32 . 00 
Service fee per semester- Both Resident and Out of State $41.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate teaching assistantships $2 ,500 . 00 
per year. Tuition is waivered and no other types 
assistance is available. 
KEARNEY STATE COLLEGE 
Center for Vocational Education 
Kearney , Nebraska 68847 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Mr .  Lyle Colsden 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Science in Vocational Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Interdiscipline 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy, Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 750 on the Graduate Record Examination and a 
2 . 2  minimum grade point average . 
EVLAUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: Students are required to take a 
written and oral final comprehensive 
examination . 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $ 17 . 00 
out of State $30 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 1 graduate assistantship $250 . 00 per month. 
All fees are waivered and there is no other 
financial assistance avai lable. 
tJNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN 
Center for Vocational Teacher Education 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR : Dr. Hazel Crain 
· DEGREES OFFERED : Master of Arts in Vocational Education · 
Master of Science in Vocational Education 
Master of Education in Vocational Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : · Vocational Educati·on 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : To graduate professional educators .  
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Either the Graduate Record Examination or 
the Miller Analogies Test . 
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EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: A written final comprehensive 
examination is required . A thesis 
is required, depending upon the 
degree selected. 
FEES: Tuition per semester hour- Resident $22 . 00 
Out of State $61 .00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 8 graduate assistantships, both research and 
teaching $400.00 per month. Tuition is not 
waivered and there i s  no other financial 
assistance available. 
WAYNE STATE COLLEGE 
Applied Science Division 
Wayne, Nebraska 68787 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Bart Ciampa 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Science in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry , Technology, and Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Technical and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : This program is designed to provide advanced 
instruction in industrial education for 1) the 
teacher in the field who holds a standard teaching 
certificate but wishes to increase his professional 
competence, 2) those who wish to become secondary 
school industrial education supervisors and admin­
istrators ,  3) those who wish to become qualified 
to teach in community colleges or other higher 
educational programs, 4) those who desire vocational 
certification. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: Graduate Record Examination 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A final comprehensive examination i s ·  
required in essay form. 
FEES: Tuition- Resident $17 . 00 
out of State $30 . 00 
Services- Both Resident and Out of State $56 .00 
Matriculation- $10.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate teaching assistantships $370 . 59 per month . 
All fees, up to 9 hours are . waivered. No other types 
of assistance is available . 
NEW JERSEY 
GLASSBORO STATE COLLEGE 
Department of Industrial Education and Technolgy 
Glassboro , New Jersey 08028 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Michael P .  Gue ' rard 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Arts in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : The general prog.ram in industrial education, 
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leading to a master ' s  degree in industrial education 
is designed to increase the competencies of class­
room teachers, supervisors, and administrators of 
industrial education, and selected vocational 
personnel in: 1) administration and management, 2) 
history and philosophy, 3) curriculum, instruction 
and evaluation, 4) technical development and 4) 
research. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 800 on the Graduate Record Examination and 
a 2 . 5  minimum grade point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Students are required to complete a 
final comprehensive examination, a 
thesis, and for vocational/special 
needs option , an internship . 
FEES: Tuition per semester hour- Resident $45 . 00 
Out of State $65 . 00 
Services per. sem�ster- Both Resident and Out of · State· $ 6 .  60 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE: 2 graduate assistantships $300.00 per month. 
Tuition is waivered up to 33 semester hours 
over a 10 month period. Students have to pay. 
the services fee and there are other types of 
assistance available 
MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE 
Industrial Education and Technology Department( 
Upper Montclair, N8W Jersey 07043 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Authur W. Earl 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Arts in Indus�rial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry and Industrial Arts 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
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· PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 1. To participate in the academic life of the 
college as a teacher , counselor , lab assistant , 
or other assignments appropriate to the 
college mission. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 800 on the Graduate Record Examination and 
a 2 . 67 minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENT : Students are required to complete 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $45.00 
a written comprehensive examination 
prepared by the graduate faculty. 
out of State $65 . 00 
Services- Both Resident and Out of State $36 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate teaching assistantships $300.00 
per month . All fees are waivered and no 
other types of financial assistance is 
available. 
RUTGE •.::.S UNIVERSITY-THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY 
Department of Vocational-Technical Education 
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Carl J. Schaefer 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Trade and Industrial 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy, Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : The masters degree program is designed to prepare 
master teachers to assume the professional 
responsibilities of teacher of trade and industrial 
education in secondary and post-secondary institu­
tions. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 3 . 0  minimum grade point average . 
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EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A final comprehensive examination 
is required. An internship is also 
a requirement . 
FEES :  Tuition per credit- Resident $45 . 00 
out of State $65 . 00 
Service fee, full time- Both Resident and Out of State $87 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 3 graduate research assistantships $ 4 , 500 . 00 
per year. Ali fees are waivered and other 
types of financial assistance is available. 
TRENTON STATE COLLEGE 
Division of Industrial Education and Technology 
Trenton , New Jersey OB625 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Nroman L .  Asper 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Education in Industrial Education 
Master of Arts in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy and Technical 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : None 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A final written comprehensive exami­
nation is required and a thesis is 
also required. 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $45 . 00 
out - of . State $65 . 00 
Services- Both Resident and Out of State $ 2 . 50 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 7 graduate research assi stantships $250.00 
per l!\Onth. All fees are waivered. No other 
types of assistance is avai lable. 
NEW MEXICO 
EASTERN NEW MEXICO UNIVERISTY 
School of Technology 
Portales, New Mexico 88130 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Howard Melton 
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DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Education in Secondary Education-Industrial 
Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy, Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Develop an awareness of relationship between 
industrial arts and vocational education, trade 
and industry in particular. 
Develop an awareness of problems relating to 
organization and administration of practical 
arts and vocational education programs. 
Develop an awareness of innovative programs . 
Develop an awareness of opportunity to build 
technical skills. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Graduate Record Examination 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A final comprehensive examination is 
required. 
FEES : Tuition per semester- Resident $249 . 2 5  
Out of State $603.60 
Services per year- Both Resident and Out of State $34 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE: 1 graduate teaching assistantship $ 3 , 850 .00 
per year . Tuition is waivered but student 
has to pay for services fee. 
NEW MEXICO RICHLANDS UNIVERISTY 
Department of Industrial Education and Technology 
Las Vegas, New Mexico 87701 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :  Dr. Leo Martinez 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Arts in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industry , Technology and Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: The graduate program primarly i s  for teachers 
of secondary level industrial arts with an 
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emphasis upon philosophy , history, industrial 
materials and processes, and specialization in 
technical areas of electrictiy, electronics ,  metal s ,  
drafting , and curriculum development . The goal is 
to effect the quality of learning and teaching. 
The objective is to assist teachers in becoming 
better teachers and more knowledgeable about 
industral education .  
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 3 . 0  minimum grade point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: Students are given an oral candidacy 
examination . They also have to take 
a written and oral final comprehensive 
examination . 
FEES: Tuition per hour- Resident $ 21 . 00 
out of State $36 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate teaching assistantships $275 . 00 
per month . 1 graduate research assistant­
ship $275 . 00 per month. All fees are 
waivered and other types of financial 
assistance is availa.ble. 
NEW YORK 
NEW YORK UNIVERISTY 
Department of Technology and Industrial Education 
New York , New York 10003 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Marshall Hahn 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master or Arts in Technology and Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Technical 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: To prepare administratiors and supervisors of 
vocational and industrial arts education. 
To improve industrial arts teaching . 
To prepare people for lower level management in 
industry . 
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To provide track for retraining o f  individuals 
from other fields for teaching industrail arts. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: None 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A thesis is required by all students 
as a culminating experience. 
FEES : Tuition- Both Resident and Out of State $126 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : No graduate assistantships were offered this 
year. When offered , $300 . 00 per month and all 
fees are waivered. No other types of financial 
assistance is available .  
STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT BUFFALO 
Industrial Arts and Vocational Education Department 
Buffalo, New York 14222 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science in Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Trade and Industrial 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Vocational-Technical- extend and improve the 
professional competencies of occupational 
teachers. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 1000 on the Graduate Record Examination or 
a 2 . 5  minimum grade point average . 
. ' -EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : . None 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $700.00 
Out of State $900 .00 
Services- Both Resident and Out of State $12 . 50 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : None 
STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT OSWEGO 
Department of Industrial Arts and Technology 
Oswego, New York 13126 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. J. Michael Adams 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Science in Industrial A.rts Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Arts 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy, Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 1 .  To provide permanent certification for 
provisionally certified teachers in the 
state of New York 
2 .  To provide a philosophical, technical,. 
and pedilogul base for skillful classroom 
teaching . 
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 . 5  minimum grade point average and letters 
of r�commendations 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Students are required to take a 
candidacy examination and are 
required to complete a thesis.  
FEES : Tuition per semester hour- Resident $ 58 . 50 
Out of State $75 . 00 
Services per semester hour- Both Resident and Out of State $ . 85 
Student fee- $ 2 . 50 per semester 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 6 graduate research assistantships $300.00 per 
month . 1 graduate teaching assistantship $300.00 
per month. All fees are waivered and other 
types of financial assistance is available .  
STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT UTICA/ROME 
Department of Vocational-Technical Education 
' Utica, New York 13502 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Mr. Justice M. Cheney 
DEGREE OFFERED: - Master of Science in Eucation 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry and Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory and Teacher Certification 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES :  The program i s  designed with flexibility to 
permit each student to pursue and individualized 
career concentration in Vocational-Technical 
education. The graduate program offers these 
teachers an opportuity to prepare other staff 
responsibilities. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 . 5  minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS :  A final comprehensive examination 
is required . A thesis is also a 
requirement . 
. FEES: Tuition per year- Resident $ 1 , 40 0 . 00 
out of State $ 1 , 800 . 00 
Services- Both Resident and Out of State $ 3 7 . 00 
Placement- $10.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate research assistantships $300.00 
per month . All fees are waivered and other 
types of financial assistance is available .  
NORTH CAROLI N.'\ 
APPALACHIAN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Indsutrial Arts and Technical Education 
Boone, North Carolina 28608 
GRADAUTE COORDINATOR: Dr. Al Rapp 
DEGREE OFFERED: Msster of Arts in Secondary Education 
DISCI�LINE BASE : Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Technical 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : To provide an additonal dimension to professional 
development through experiences which includes 
skill development where appropriate 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Graduate Record Examination 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A oral final comprehensive examination 
is required. _ 
FEES: Tuition per semester- Resident $294.75 
OUt of State $ 1 , 154 . 75 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 6 graduate teaching assistantships $255 . 00 
per month . Fees are not waivered but other 
types of finanical assistance is avialable .  
NORTH CAROLINA AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industrial Education 
Greesnboro, North Carolina 27411 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Robert B .  Pyle 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Technology and Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy , Technical , and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Develop teachers into master teachers .  
Provide curriculum expertise. 
Provide administrative leardership programs. 
Provide technical expertise at the gradaute 
level . 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 3 . 0  minimun grade point average . 
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EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A final written and oral comprehensive 
examination is required . 
FEES: Tuition- Resident $155.00 
out of State $ 1 , 00 7 . 00 
Services- Both Resident and Out of State $559 .50 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate assistantships are avialable, 1 
graduate teaching assistantship. No fees 
are waivered but other types of financial 
assistance is avialable. 
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERISTY 
Occupational Education 
�Raleigh, North Carolina 27607 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Durwin M. Hanson 
DEGREES OFFERED : Master of Science in Industrial Arts Education 
Master of Science in Vocational Education 
Master of Science in Occupational Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy, Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Develop instructional competencies as master teachers . 
Develop administrative and supervisory competencies 
to qualify for state and or local supervisory positions. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Graduate Record Examination 
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EVALUATION OF GRADAUTE STUDENTS :  A final comprehensive examination, 
either written or oral is required. 
FEES : Tuiiton- Resident $165 . 00 
Out of State $988.00 
Services- Both Resident and Out of State. $97 . 15 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 3 graduate teaching assistantships $400.00 to 
$600.00 per month . 1 field extension service 
assistanthship $350.00 to $500.00 per month. 
No fees are waivered and no other types of 
assistance is available . 
WESTERN CAROLINA UNIVERISTY 
Department of Industrial Education and Technology 
CUllowhee, North Carolina 28723 
GRADAUTE COORDINATOR: Dr. George W. Reeser 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Industrial Education 
Master of Industrial Technology 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Technology and Industrial Arts 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Master of Industiral Education. To prepare 
master teachers for secondary and or conununity 
colleges and technical institutes. 
Master of Industrial Technology To prepare 
middle or first line managers of industrial 
plants. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 800 on . the Graduate Record Examinaiton, 1100. 
on the National Teachers Examination, and a 
3 . 0  minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADAUTE STUDENTS: An oral final comprehensive examination 
is required . 
FEES: Tuition- Resident $155 . 00 
out of State $1024 . 00 
Services- Both Resident and Out of State $135.00 
Application- $10.00 
, 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 4 graduate 
per month. 
per month. 
waivered. 
available. 
teaching assistantships $300.00 
Work study assistantships $200.00 
Only out of state tuition is 
Other types of assistance is 
NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA 
Department of Industrial Technolgy 
Grand Forks, North Dakota 58201 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Myron Bender 
DEGREES OFFERED : Master of Science 
Master of Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Technical and Supervision 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Programs for the degrees are designed for students 
interested in acquiring competencies in teaching, 
admininstration , or those interested in acquiring 
middle management positions in industry or technical 
business field. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 2 . 74 minimum grade point average on d 4 . 0 .  
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Depending upon the degree, students 
have to complete either a written or 
or an oral final comprehensive exami­
nation or write a thesis • 
. FEES: Tuition per semester- Resident $270 . 00 
Out of State $654.00 
Services per semester- Both Resident and Out of State $56.50 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 3 graduate teaching assistantships $378.00 per 
month . Tuition is waivered, but students have 
to pay service fee. Other types of assistanc·e 
is available . 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
School of Technology 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
OH IO 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. David Beach 
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DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Education in Career and Technology Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION; Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: The purpose of the program is to provide a 
rigorous and individualized professional degree 
program that facilitates the career roles of 
or teacher, curriculum and instructioanl systems 
developer, administrator-supervisor, and researcher­
evaluator within CTE or in a component area 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Graduate Record Examination and a 3 . 0  minimum 
grade point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : 
FEES : 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : Several types of assistantships are available 
$ 1 , 70 0 . 00 for a �  assistantship to $ 3 , 400 . 00 
for a � assi stantship. Tuition is waivered. 
·. -KENT STATE UNIVERSITY: 
School of Technology 
Kent, Ohio 44242 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Lowell S .  Zurbuch 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Arts in Technology 
Master of . Education (industrial Arts) 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Arts 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : The primary goal of the Master of Arts degree in 
technology is to develop a "master teacher " .  This 
goal i s  accomplished through the graduate student ' s  
mastery of the degree objectives of : increased 
knowledge of industrial arts education , developing 
the capacity for independent thinking , and appli­
cation of the research process. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 . 75 minimum grade point average and at least 
one year of teaching for the non thesis option . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Depending upon degree a thesis i s  
required. 
FEES : Tuition and Services per semester- Resident $587.00 
Out of State $ 1 , 187 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 5 graduate assistantships with teaching and 
research duties wages range from $2 , 85 0 . 00 to 
$ 3 , 500 . 00 for nine months .  Tuition i s  waivered 
but student has to pay $210 . 00 per sernseter on 
campus to $219.00 per semester off campus . Other 
types of financial assistance i s  available. 
OHIO UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industiral Technology 
Athens, Ohio 45701 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Albert R .  Squibb 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Technology 
. PROGRAM OREINTATION : Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 . 7  minim� grade point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENT S :  Students are required to complete 
an oral final comprehensive exami­
nation . 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $380.00 
out of State $805.00 
Aamission fee- $10.00 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 gradaute teaching assistantships projected 
for 79-80 $300.00 per month. Tuition will be 
waivered, but students have to pay service fee. 
No other types of financial assistance is avail­
able . 
THE OHIO STATE U.NIVERSITY 
Academic Faculty of Industrial Technology Education 
Columbus ,  Ohio 43210 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Donald G. Lux 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Arts 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy, Technical , and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Prepare master teachers. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 . 7  minimum grade point average on a 4 . 0  scale. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Students are required to complete a 
written final comprehensive examination. 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $395 . 00 
Out of State $790.00 
Services- Both Resident and Out of State $ 3 1 . 00 
General fee- Both Resident and Out of State $65 . 00 
Application- $10 . 00 
Acceptance- $25 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 1 graduate assistantship $300.00 to $400.00 per 
month. All fees are waivered and other types of 
financial assistance is available. 
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERISTY 
Faculty for Vocationl-Technical Education 
Columbus ,  Ohio 43210 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Arron J. Miller 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Arts in Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Vocational Service 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: 1. To prepare master teachers in their 
respective vocational service area. 
2 .  To prepare instructional supervisors and 
administratiors for vocational education . 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: Graduate Record Examination required if 
grade point avaerge is less than 2 . 7 .  
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EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A final comprehensive examination 
dis required. 
FEES: Tuition per quarter- Both Resident and Out of State $395 . 00 
FINALCIAL ASSISTANCE : 3 graduate teaching assistantships $450.00 
per month. All fees are waivered and other 
types of financial assistance is available. 
UNIVERISTY OF AKRON 
College of Education 
Akron, Ohio 44325 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR : Dr. Michael N .  Sugarman 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science in Technical Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: The major objective of the program in Technical 
Education is prepare instructors and other 
educational personnel for post-secondary 
educational · institutions ,  industry, and public 
and private agencies engaged in the education and 
of technicians and middle-level workers. 
AD�ISSION REQUIREMENTS: Miller Analogies Test and a 2 . 75 minimmn grade 
point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Students are required to complete a 
final comprehensive examination and 
an internship . 
FEES : Tuition per semester hour- Resident $38 . 00 
out of State $53 .00 
Services per semester hour- Both Resident and Out of State $ 9 . 00 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 4 graduate assistantships approximately $ 3 , 00 0 . 00 
for nine months . All fees are waivered . 
UNIVERISTY OF TOLEDO 
Department of Vocational Trade and Industrial Education 
Toledo, Ohio 43606 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Wells Singleor 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Education 
Master of Arts in Education 
Master of Science in Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : To help teachers grow in teacher proficiency. 
To provide preparation for all kinds of educational 
specialities. 
To provide for professional growth. 
To offer experience in professional growth and 
research. 
To extend frontiers in professional growth 
educationally . 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 800 Gradaute Record Examination and a 2 . 7  
minimum grade point average . 
EV:'\LUATION OF GRAD�UTE STUDENTS : None 
�S : Tuition- Resident $30.25 
Out of State $70.65 
Services- Both Resident and out of State $ 4 . 70 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 30 graduate 
per month. 
$360.00 per 
other types 
teaching assistantships $360.00 
6 graduate research assistantships 
month. All fees are waivered and 
of financial as·sistance is avialable. 
OKLAHOMA 
EAST CENTRAL OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Industrial Arts Department 
Ada , Oklahoma 74820 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. James Danley 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Technical and Philosophy 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Develop master teachers .  
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 . 5  minimum grade point average . 
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EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : An internship, which includes teaching 
teaching is required . 
FEES : Tuition per semester hour-
Services per semester hour­
Student activity fee- $ 5 . 00 
Resident $14 . 75 
Out of State $24 . 00 
Both Resident and Out of State $ . 50 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : Student work study 
NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industrial Education 
Tahlequah , Oklahoma 74464 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Marjorie Holland 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Science in Industrial Technology 
Master of Education with Major in Industrial Arts 
Master of Junior College Teaching 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Technology and Industrial Arts 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Technical 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Graduate Record Examination and a 2 . 5  minimum 
grade point average on a 4 . 0 .  
EVALUATION OF GRADAUTE STUDENTS : None 
, 
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FEES : Tuition- Resident $14 .75 
out o f  State $38.75 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 3 graduate assistantships . No fees are waivered, 
but student work study is available. 
NORTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Industrial Education 
Alva, Oklahoma 73717 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR : Dr. Steve Hensley 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Science 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Teac�ing an9. Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 1 .  To develop comeptency in research, writing skills , 
and utilization of research finding s .  
2. To develop knowledge in the foundations o f  education . 
3 .  To develop understanding. of psychological processes 
related to education . 
4 .  To develop understanding of measurement techniques 
employed in education. 
5 .  To develop understanding of current methods and 
curricula. 
6 .  To enrich the knowledge and understanding of those 
areas for which the educator has specific �rofes­
sional responsibilities. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 800 on the Graduate Record Examination and a 
2 . 5  minimum grade point average . 
· EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Either- a written or an oral final 
comprehensive examination is required. 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $13 . 45 
· OUt of State $39. 25· 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : Student loans and some scholarship s .  
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
School of Occupational and Adult Education 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. D9nald S .  Phillips 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science in Industrial Arts Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Advanced training for improved instructional 
performance in the industrial arts program. Also 
to serve individuals in related areas. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 2 . 75 minimum grade point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Students are required to take a final 
comprehensive oral examination. A 
thesis is also. required. 
FEES: Tuition per semester credit hour- Resident $28 . 00 
Out of State $60 . 00 
Services per semester- Both Resident and Out of State $125.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 4 graduate teaching assistantships $325.00 
per month. Only out of state tuition is 
waivered. Students have to pay all other 
fees. Other types of assi stance is available. 
SOUTh"':7ESTERN OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industrial Education 
Weatherford, Oklahoma 73096 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. James F .  Griffin 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Technical 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Upon completing the advanced professional program 
in industrial arts the individual should have : 
1 .  extended and broadeded his/her background in 
the area of industrial arts education . 
2 • .  increased his/her competence in the use of 
effective methods and materials related to the 
teaching of industrial arts . 
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3 .  .. futhered his/her skill .in guiding the develop­
ment of children and adolescents in the areas 
of learning and personal-social adaptation to 
an industrial society. 
4 .  enhanced his/her understanding o f  industrial 
arts in the school ' s  role in society and its 
responsibility for the preservations and im­
provement of the democ�atic process. 
5 .  developed attitudes which are conductive to 
improvement as a means of keeping profes� 
sion�lly alert as well as raising the standards 
and prestige of the professional industrial 
arts teacher. 
6 .  develop and/or improved proficiency in 
analytical thinking . 
7 .  satisfied the academic requirements of the 
Oklahoma Professional Certificate for 
Teachers in Industrial Arts. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 2 . 5  minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS :  None 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $14.75 
OUt of State $38 . 75 
Services- Both Resident and Out of State $ . 50 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : Student work study $198 . 00 per month .  
OREGON 
OREGON STATE UNIVERISTY 
.Department of Industrial Education 
' Corvallis, - Oregon -· 97331 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Joel D. Galloway 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Education in Industiral Arts 
Master of Science in Industrial Arts 
Master of Education in Trade and Industrial Education 
Master of Science in Trade and Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry and Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy, Technical , and Supervisroy 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Master of Science in Trade and Industrial - - --
Education A professional degree ,  the program 
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includes advanced work to provide professional 
teaching experience s ,  leadership preparation, 
individual experience with research and writing , 
advanced technical and subject matter studies. 
Master of Education in Trade and Industrial 
Education � professional degree, the program 
provides for advanced work built around profes­
sional teaching requirements and technical courses 
for the standard teaching norm. 
Master o"f Education in Industiral Arts Educa.tion 
- -
A professional degree, the program provides for 
advanced work built around professional teaching 
requirements and technical courses for �he Standard 
Teaching Norm . 
Master of Science in Industrial Atts Education 
- - --
A professional degree, the program includes 
advanced work to provide professional teaching 
experiences ,  leadership preperation, individual 
experience with research and writing, and 
and advanced technical course work . 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Master of Science- 3 . 0  minimun grade point average . 
Master of Education- 2 . 8 5  minimun grade point 
average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENT : A written finaL .comprehensive examina.:.. 
tion is required for the Master of 
Education degree . A Thesis is required 
for the Master of Science degree. 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $401.00 
out of State $509.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 3 graduate teaching 
$ 3 , 500 . 00 per yea� . 
Only summer tuition 
pay all other fees. 
PENNSYLVANIA 
CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE 
Industrial Arts Department 
california, Pennsylvania 15419 
assistantships $ 3 ,300.00 to 
l. graduate reserach assistant: 
is waivered. Student has to 
GRADUATE COORDIANTOR :  Dr. Jpseph Pecosh 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Education in Industrial Arts Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Technical 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 1 .  To offer opportunities and resources for students 
to increase thier competence in bas±c understanding 
of t:heir discipline ; 
2 .  To provide opportunities to attain porfe ssional 
growth. 
3 .  To assist students to develop modes of inquiry 
and substantive understandings that will promote 
a more critical and creative attitudes toward 
humanistic and scientific principles; 
4 .  To encourage the development of research skills; 
5 .  To enable students to develop responsible leader­
ship roles and an ability to relate effectively 
to others ;  
6 .  To stimulate students to pursue academic growth 
beyond the master ' s  degree . 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 29 on the Miller Analogies Test and a 2 . 5  
minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Students are required to complete 
a candicacy examination and a· final 
comprehensive examination. 
FEES: Tuition per credit- Both Resident and Out of State $51 . 00 
Service- Both Resident and Out of State $10 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate assistantships $270 . 00 per month. 
CHEYNEY STATE COLLEGE 
Tuition. is waivered, but student has to pay activity, and graduation fees. Other types 
of assistance is available. 
Division of Industrial Arts and Technology 
Cheyney, Pennsylvania 19319 
GRADUATK .COORDINATOR :  Dr. Luther Burse 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Science in Industrial Arts 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Arts 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Above 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 . 75 minimum grade point average . 
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EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A final comprehensive examination 
is required. A thesis i s  also a 
requirement for graduation . 
FEES: 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 3 graduate assistantships $350.00 per month. 
All fees are waivered and no other financial 
assistance is available. 
MILLERSVILLE STATE COLLEGE 
Department of Industrial Arts Education 
Millersville, Pennsylvania 17551 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR : Dr. Dalton Smart 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Technology and Professional Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Preparation of master teacher s .  
Emphasis on technical and professional areas. 
Post-masters supervisory program available. 
ADMI�SION _ REQULREMENTS : Graduate Record Examination for non-�SC graduates. 
2 . 75 minimuril grade point average for MSC gra�uates .  
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A candidacy examination is required 
for admission. 
FEES : Tuition per credit- Resident $50.00 
Out o f  State $70 . 00 
Service fee- Both Resident and Out of State $10 . 00 
. .  ! · : 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate assistantships $2 , 70 0 . 00 per 
year. Tuition is waivered, but out of 
state assistants have to pay an out of 
state fee.: Other assistance is available. 
THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVE�ITY 
Division of Curriculum and Instruction 
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :  Dr. Carol Cartwright 
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. DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Sceince in Curriculum and Instruction 
Master of Education in Curriculum and· Instruction 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industrial Technology 
PROGRJl.M ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 1 .  Be cognizant of curriculum development in the 
industrial art ' s  secondary school 
2 .  Be able to interpret professional literature in 
education. 
3 .  Be aware of learning theories as they apply to 
·the classroom . 
4 .  Be convers�nt with the historical antecrdents of 
industrial education. 
5 .  Be able to carry out an investigation proj�ct 
dealing with a professional problem . 
6 .  Develop a medium of skill in constructing 
evaluation instrument s appropriate for the 
industrial arts classroom and laboratory . 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 . 75 minimum grade point average . 
EVALU.�.TION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS :  None 
FEES: Tuition per term- Resident $484.00 
OUt of State $944 . 00 
Application- $20 .00 
Motor Vehicle- $ 10 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : Available at Pectora l level only. 
THE PENNSYLVAINA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Vocational and Industrial Education 
University Park , Pennsylvania 16802 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Frederick G .  Welch 
DEGREES . OFFERED: Master of Science in Vocational Industrial Education 
Master "of Education in Vocational Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Advanced teacher training 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: Improve teaching skills and to: Develop vocational 
leaders· · and adminstrators. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 . 5  minimum grade point average ; 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A written final comprehensi�e examina­
tion and a thesis are required for 
graduation. 
FEES : Tuition per credit- Resident $60 . 00 
Out of State $120.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 10 graduate research assistantships $377.00 per 
month. 2 project assistantships $377 . 00 per month. 
2. graduate teaching assi stantships $377.00 per 
month. All other fees are waivered, and other 
types of assistance is available . 
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Vocational Education­
Industrial Arts Program Area 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :  Dr. Raymond S. Lolla 
DEGREE . OFFERED : Master of Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry; and Administration/Supervision 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy , Technical, and Supervision 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Prepare master teachers and industrial arts super­
visors . .  and administrators . 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 900 on the Graduate Record Examination, 39 
on the Miller Analogies Test, or a 2 . 5  minimum 
grade point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A written final comprehensive examina­
tion is required . 
FEES : Tuition per credit hour- Resident $75 . 00 
Out of State $100.00 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate teaching assistantships $ 6 , 0 00 . 00 per 
year plus $425 . 00 for the first sununer session. 
All fees are waivered except the application fee . 
Other types of financial assistance is available .  
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH 
Vocational Education-School of Education 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Theodore T. Polk 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Education 
Master of Arts 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Teacher Education . . 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 . 5  minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: Students are required to complete an 
oral candidacy examination, a written 
and oral final comprehensive examina­
tion, and master of arts students are 
required to complete a thesis. 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $70.00 
out of State $138.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 4 graduate assistantships, 3 graduate teaching 
assistantships. No fees are .waivered and no 
other financial assistance is available. 
RHODE I SLAND 
RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE 
Industrial Education Department 
Providence, Rhode Island 02908 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. William Small 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory and Technical 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Tpe M . E d .  program services industrial arts and 
vocational education teachers arid proposes to make 
them effective master teachers through experiences 
in curriculum planning and development, up-dating 
of technological competencies, and involvement in 
pra�tical research and futuristic projection s .  
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: Miller Analogies Test 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A written final comprehensive examina­
tion i s  required in major area. 
FEES : Tuition per credit hour- Resident $ 4 1 . 00 
Out of State $61 .00 
Services- Both Resident and Out o f  State $ 9 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 1 graduate teaching assistantship $250 . 00 per 
month . Tuition is waivered and other types 
of financial assistance i s  available. 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSON UNIVERSTIY 
· , 'Departinent. of Industrial Education 
Clemson , South Carolina 29631 · 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR :  Dr. A .  F .  Newton 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy , Technical, and Stupervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: To prepare individuals to utilize a variety of 
techniques in preparing instructional media approp­
riate to several levels of instruction and in a 
variety of instructional area s .  
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To develop an acute awareness of the content of 
the professional literature in industrial education 
and to foster a continuing desire to keep abreast 
of professional developments .  
To foster independent study and pursuit of knowledge 
in the teacher ' s  teaching specialty. 
Prepare people who are able to to ·design, create, 
and �tilize viable curricula fortheir own teaching 
as well as for wider use by others. 
To prepare individuals for positions of leadership 
in industrial education. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 2 . 7  minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A written and oral final comprehensive 
examination is required . 
FEES : All fees per seinester- Both Resident and Out of State $415 .00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 6 graduate assistantships $280.00 per month . 
NORTHERN STATE COLLEGE 
� of all fees are waivered. No other types of 
financial assistance i s  available . 
SOUTH DAKOTA 
i;>epartment of Industrial and Safety Education 
Ab�rdeen, South Dakota 57401 
G�UATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Kenneth Bryant 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Science 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Teacher Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : To prepare students for leadership roles 
in industrial education and to assist the student 
to be better prepared as teachers of industrial 
education. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 3 . 0  minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENT : Students are required to complete an 
oral candidacy examination and an oral 
final comprehensive examination. 
FEES : Tuition per semester hour- Resident $28 . 35 
Out of State $ 51 . 10 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : Graduate assistantships are available but none 
were offered in 1978-79. No fees are waivered, 
but other types of assistance is available. 
TENNESSEE 
EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERISTY 
Department of Industrial Education 
Johnson City, Tennessee 37601 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Charles Story 
DEGREES OFFERED : Master of Science in Industrial Education 
Master of Science in Industrial Technology 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES :  Futher enhance professionalism among teachers ,  
and increase competencies in the technical fields . 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 . 5  minimum grade point average . on a 4 . 0  scale . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Students are required to take an oral 
candidacy examination. 
FEES : Tuition per quarter- Resident $16 .00 
Out o f  State Not to exceed $167 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 4 graduate assistantships $280.00 per month, and 
only out of state fees are waivered . 
MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERISTY 
Division of Engineering Technology 
Memphi s ,  Tennessee 38152 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Kenneth D. Cremer 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science in Technical Education 
, 
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DISCIPLINE BASE: Engineering Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Technical 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: To provide teachers for technical institute s ,  
college s ,  and universities in technical speciali­
zations i . e . ,  architecture , construction , electronics, 
computer systems , manufacturing, industrial art s ,  
etc . 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Either an · aoo Graduate Record Examination score, 
a 2·7 Miller Analogies Teat score or a 2 .  5 minimum 
grade point average 6n a 4 . 0  scale . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Students are required to take a written 
and or oral final comprehensive examina­
tion. 
FEES : Tuition per semester hour� Resident $23 . 00 
out of State $39 . 00 
Application fee- $ 5 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 6 laboratory assistantships $310.00 per month .  
2 graduate teaching assistantships $310.00 per 
month. All fees are waivered. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
Industrial Education Department 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Mr .  Joe: .L .  Reed 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science in Education 
PISCIPLINE BASE: Industry 
�ROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory and . Teacher Preparation 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : To develop instructors and superyisors for education 
and industry. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 . 5  minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE. STUDENTS :  All students not taking the thesis 
option must take a final comprehensive 
examination. 
FEES : Tuition per quarter hour- Resident $23 . 00 
Out of State $ 54 . 00 
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate assistantships were 
teaching assistantship $43 2 . 66 
is waivered for two courses .  
is available. 
offered, 1 graduate 
per month. Tuition 
No other assistance 
TEXAS 
NORTH TEXAS STATE. �IVERSITY 
Division of Industrial Arts 
Denton , Texas 76203 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr . • Robert B .  Toulouse 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Science in Industrial Arts 
Master of Education in Industrial Arts 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Arts 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory, Technical, and Philosophy 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Master of Science give qualified student s an 
opportunity to futher their graduate work and to 
prepare themselves for advancement in professional 
education or technical positions in industry. 
Master of Education is primarly to provide a means 
for the students to prepair for positions in profes­
sional teaching , administration, counceling, etc. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 700 on the Graduate Record Examination an 
a 2 . 5  minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A final comprehensive oral examination 
is required and depending upon degree 
selected,· a thesis is required . 
FEES : Tuition per semester hour-
Services per semester hour­
Medical card- $5 . 00 
Identification Card- $ 1 . 00 
Union Building Fee- $13 . 00 
Resident $ 4 . 00 
out of State $40.00 (minimum amount) 
Both Resident and Out of State $ 2 . 5 0  
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 3 graduate teaching assistantships $262.00 
per course taught . Out of state tuition is 
waivered all other fees must be paid by the 
student. Other types of assistance is avail­
able . 
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY 
College of Industrial Education and Technology 
Prairie View, Texas 77445 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Lloyd R .  Boyden 
DEGREES OFFERED : Master of Science in Industrial Education . 
Master of Education in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Teacher· Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
PROGRAM · OBJECITVES : 1 .  Provide programs for educational personnel who 
carry out noninstructional roles in industrial 
arts, vocational and technical education . 
2 .  Provide for the systematic study of problems 
related to the various programs in industrial 
arts , vocationaQ and technical education through 
research. 
3 .  Provide consultative services and instructional 
materials for school programs of industrial art s ,  
vocational and technical education . 
4 .  Provide teachers of industrial arts , vocational 
and technical education at the elementary, 
secondary, and adult levels . 
5 .  Provide teachers of industrial art s ,  vocational 
and technical education with in-service profes­
sional experience s .  
6. Provide experiences whereby leadership co�petencies 
necessary to supervise and administer industrial 
arts, vocational and technical education programs 
may be �eveloped. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Graduate Record Examination and a 2 . 5  minimum 
grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADAUTE STUDENTS: A written final comprehensive examina­
tion is required and depending upon 
degree selected a thesis is required. 
FEES : Tuition per semester hour- Resident $ 4 . 00 
Out of State $40.00 
Services- Both Resident and Out of State $30 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 3 graduate research assistantships $375 .00 
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per month. Student has to pay $815 . 25 each 
semester. Other types of financial assistance 
is available . 
SAM HOUSTON STATE UNIVERSITY 
Industrial Education and Technology Department 
Huntsville, Texas 77340 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Nedom C. Muns 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Arts 
Master of Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 800 on the Graduate Record Examination or a 
2 . 5  minimum grade point average. 
EVALU.:-.TION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A written an oral final: examination 
is required. 
FEES: Tuition- Resident $72 . 00 
out of State $720 . 00 
Services- Both Resident and Out of State $30.00 
·_ Use fee- $50.  00 
Medical iee- $10.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE: 2 graduate teaching assistantships $375 . 00 
per month. No fees are waivered, but other 
types of assistance �s available . 
SOUTHWEST TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department of Industrial Arts 
San Marcos, Texas 78666 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Billy L .  Windham 
DEGREES . OFFERED : Master of Arts 
Master of Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: 1 .  To reinforce and extend the student ' s  academic 
and professional equipment as a means of improving 
professional competence . 
2 .  To familiarize the student with current and 
recent research in his field; to aquaint him 
with the techniques of research; to enable 
him to interpret his own and current research, 
to derive significant .. implications therefrom , 
and "to apply pertinent findings .  
3 .  To challenge the student intellectually, to 
develop his power of independent thought , and 
to direct him toward the goal of greater effect­
iveness in both his personal and professional 
life. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 900 on the Graduate Record Examination and 
a 2 . 75 minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A written and oral final comprehensive 
examinaiton is required and depending 
upon degree selection a thesis is 
required . 
FEES : Tuition per semester hour- Residen.t $ 5 0 .  00 (remains $ 5 0 .  00 untill 12hr . )  
OUt of State $40.00 
Services per semester hour- Both Resident and out of State $ 2 . 50 
Building Use fee per semester hour- $6 . 00 
Medical fee per semester hour- $ 1 . 00 
fINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 gradaute teaching assistantships $500.00 pe� 
6 hour teaching load. No other fees are waivered 
and no other tyPes of assistance is available . 
SUL ·.ROSS STATE UNIVERISTY 
Industiral Arts Department 
Alpline, Texas 79830 
GRADAUTE COORDINATOR: Dr. Robert Pannell 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Education in Industrial Education 
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DISCIPLINE BASE: Industry 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Technical and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: 1 .  To develop the master teacher through a broader 
understanding of the problems of industrial 
arts and the skills necessary for effective 
tea
_
Ching .. 
2 .  To futher develop the skills of the advanced 
student in specific areas of industrial arts 
and the knowledge pertaining to these areas. 
3 .  To provide the advanced student with the . 
opportunity to explore, design, and experiment 
with problems of special interest in the field 
of industrial arts teaching . 
4.  To give the advanced student futher background 
in the history and development of industrial 
education . 
5 .  To acquaint the advanced student with the 
organization , admini�tration, and supervision 
of industiral art s .  
6 .  To give the advanced student experience in research 
tehcniques employed in modern industry and technology . 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 700 on the Graduate Record Examination and a 
3 . 0  minimum grade point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADAUTE STUDENTS: None 
FEES: Tuition per semester (15 hrs . )  Resident $122 . 00 
out of State $662 .00 
Services per semester- Both Resident and out o f  State $16.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate teaching assistantships $250 .00 
per month. Tuition is waivered only when 
specific concitions are ment . Other types of 
financial assistance is available.· 
TEXAS A&M UNIVE�ITY 
Department of Industrial Education 
College Station, Texas 77843 
GRADAUTE COORDINATOR: Dr. Daniel L .  Householder 
DEGREES OFFERED :  Master of Education 
Master of Science 
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DISCIPLINE BASE : Eclectic 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 800 on the Graudate Record Exarninaiton and 
a 2 . 5  minimum grade point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A final written and oral comprehensive 
examination is required . 
FEES: TUition per semester- Resident $60 . 00 
Out of State $600 . 00 
Services fee per semester- Both Resident and Out of State $20 . 00 
Building Use fee- $90.00 
Student .Center fee- $10.00 
Health Center fee- $15 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 9 graduate research assistantships $400 �00 
per month . 8 graduate teaching assistantships 
$400 . 00 per month. All tuition is waivered 
but not all fees. Other types of financial 
assistance is available. 
UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON 
Department of Technical Education 
Houston , Texas 77004 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. w. R. Forkner 
DEGREE OFFERED : Master of Education in curriculum and Instruction 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry· and Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Dependent upon students intent. 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : To provide avenues for students to reach thier 
individual· goals. The program is flexible in 
selection of courses within fields of concentration. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 3 . 0  minimum grade point average , unconditional 
admission. 900 on Graduate Record Examination 
if under 3 . 0 .  
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EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENT : A written candidacy examination and 
a written final comprehensive examina­
tion is required. If a student has not 
1 years teaching experience, an intern­
ship is required. 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $50 . 00 
Out of State $ 7 9 . 00 
Services- Both Resident and Out of State $97.00 
Student Services- $ 2 7 . 00 
Medical Services- $ 7 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 gradaute 
per month . 
$300.00 per 
other types 
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY 
Industrial Education Department 
Provo , Utah 84602 
teaching assistantships $300 . 00 
1 gradaute research assistantship 
month. All fees are waivered and 
of financial assistance is available. 
GRADUATE. COORDINATOR : Dr. Jerry Grover 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Science in Industrial Educaiton 
Master of Industrial Education 
Master of Science in Technology 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry and Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Technical and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: To prepare master teachers ,  supervisor s ,  and 
specialist in education. 
To prepare for teaching or instructional management 
in industry � 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 3 . 0  minimum grade point average . 
EVALUAITON OF GRADAUTE STUDENTS : A final comprehensive examination 
and a · :thesis depending upon degree 
selection is required. 
FEES: Tuition- Both Resident and Out of State $705.00 
Application fee- $25 . 00 
Graduation fee- $ 20 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 5 graduate teaching assistantships $220.00 
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per month. 2 graduate research assistantships 
$220.00 per month . 8 laboratory assistantships 
$116.00 per month. No fees are waivered and 
there are no ·other types of assi stance available . 
VERMONT 
UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT 
Vocational and Education and Technology Department 
Burlington , Vermont 05401 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Gerald R. Fuller 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: To prepare for professional leadership. 
Specializations in guidance and counseling, 
special needs education, improvement of 
instruction , curricul\lll\ development. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS :  1000 on the Graduate Record Examination. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A final comprehensive oral examina­
tion is required. 
FEES : Tuition- Resident $650.00 
Out of State $ 1 , 867 . 00 
Services- Both Resident and Out of State $89.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 1 graduate research assistantship $260.00 per 
month . Tuition is waivered , students have to 
pay for services. Other types of assistance i s  
avaiiable . 
V I RG I N I A  
OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY 
Vocational and Industrial Arts 
Education Department 
Norfolk , Virginia 23508 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. John M. Ritz 
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DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Science in Secondary Education/Industrial Arts 
Master of Science in Secondary 
Master of Science in Secondary 
DISCIPLINE .BASE: Technology· 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy and Supervisory 
Education/Trade and Industry 
Education/DE & BR 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : To update a teachers knowledge of current 
curriculums and philosophie s .  
To certify for supervisory .Positions . 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 900 on the Graduate Record Examination 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : An oral final comprehensive examina­
tion is required. 
FEES: Tuition per credit hour- Both Resident and Out of State $90.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate teaching assistantships $400.00 per 
month;. 2 graduate research assistantships 
$400.00 per month . Fees are not waivered but 
other types of assistance is avialable . 
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVE.RISITY 
Industrial Arts Education Program Area 
Blackburg, Virginia 24061 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR:. Dr. William E." . Dugger Jr. 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science in Education 
.DISCIPLINE BASE: Industry 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: 1. Develop technical competencies in industrial 
arts education. 
2 .  Allow students to take a core of educational 
philosophy, foundations, and curriculum. 
3 .  Require cognate breadth for student . 
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : None 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Students are required-' -to take a final 
comprehensive examination. 
FEES: Tuition- Resident $256.00 
Out of State $350 . 00 
Services- Both Resident and Out of State $ 14 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 1 graduate teaching assistantship $475 . 00 to 
$520 . 00 per month. 1 graduate research 
assistantship $47 5 . 00 to $520 . 00 per month. 
No fees are waivered but other types of 
financial assistance is available. 
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 
Vocational Industrial Education Program Area 
Blackburg , Virginia 24061 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Dale Olenie 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science in Vocational-Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Teaching 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 1 .  To provide the student with the knowledge 
and skill to be an effective leader. 
2 .  To instill the desire for futher professional 
growth and development. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 3 .  3 minimum grade point aver_age . 
· ,  ·EVALUATIO� OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: A written and oral fina·l comprehensive 
examination is required . A thesis is 
also required . 
FEES : Unknown .at this time due to a pending increase. 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 1 graduate teaching assistantship $400 . 00 to 
$500�00 per month. No fees are waivered and 
no other types of financial assistance . 
WASHI NGTON 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERISTY 
Department of Technology and Industrial Education 
Ellensburg, Washington 98926 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. G. w. Beed 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Education in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry_ and Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: To develop a better classroom teacher . 
To develop state leadership candidates. 
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : Graduate Record Examination and a 2 . 5  minimum 
grad� point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A written final comprehensive examina­
tion is required. 
FEES : Total fees per semester- Resident $197.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : None 
WASHINGTON STATE. UNIVERSITY 
Industrial Education 
Pullman, Washington 99163 
OUt of State $661.00 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR : Dr. William Bakamis 
DEGREES OFFERED: Masters of Science in Vocational-Technical Education 
Masters of Education in Vocational-Technical Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECITVES: 1 .  To prepare educators for leadership role s .  
2 .  To prepare educators as administrators, 
curriculum specialist , or master teachers in 
their field. 
3 .  To develop in each educator an appreciation 
for the broad field of vocational-technical 
education . 
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : None 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Studetns are required to complete a 
thesis or an internship . 
FEES : Tuition per term- Resident $312 . 00 
Out of State $820 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 6 ,  � time graduate 
$515 . 00 per month . 
but other type s of 
available. 
WESTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Department of Technology 
Bellingham, Washington 98225 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. R. J .  Fowler 
teaching assistantships 
Tuition is not· waivered, 
financial assistances is 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Education in Technology 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industrial Arts 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: .Graduate Record Examination , Miller Analogies 
Test, and a 2 . 5  minimum grade point average. 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Students are required to complete a 
written and oral final comprehensive 
examination . 
_FEES : - Tuition-. Resident $ 25 . 00 
Out of State $�6.00 
Sevrives- Both Resident and Out o f  State $54.00 
Operations- Resident $149.00 
Out of State $602.50 
FINAINCIAL ASSISTANCE : 2 graduate teaching assistantships $450.00 
per month . Only out of state tuition i s  
waivered. Students have to pay all other 
fees and no other types of assistance are 
available. 
; 
WEST V I RG I N IA 
WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY 
Program for the Study of Technology 
Morgantown , West Virginia 26506 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Edward Pytlik 
DEGREE OFFERED :  Master o f  Arts 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Technology 
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PROGRAM ORIENTATION·: Philosophy, Technical Systems , and Professional 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : 1 .  Program: Provide for the study of technology and 
the relationships of technical systems to human 
being s ,  society, and the environment. 
2 .  Students :  Provide a means for students to create 
their own educational programs for the study of 
technology and to gain competence in the social 
and technical elements comprising the field of 
study . 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 1000 on the Gradaute Record Examination, a 50 
on the Miller Analogies Test, and a 2 . 0  minimum 
grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Students are required to complete a 
final comprehensive oral examination . 
A thesis is not required, but it is 
s�rongly recommended .  
FEES: Tuition Resident $227 . 0 0  
Out of State $72 7 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE: 10 graduate assistantships $316.00 to $333 . 00 
monthly stipend . Tuition is waivered , but 
student has to pay all other fees. Other 
types of financial assistance is available. 
W I SCONS I N  
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-PLATTEVILLE 
Department of Industiral-Technical Education 
Platteville, Wisconsin 53818 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Leonard Garside 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Science 
Master of Educational Professional Development 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Technical and Supervisory 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : Master of Science- The M . S .  degree prepares for 
specialized work in a particular area of industrial 
education including industriology, prepare for 
a�nist�ation or supervisory positions in industrial 
education, or prepare for vocatioanl certification 
and subsequent employment in a vocational-technical 
school .  
Master of Educational Professional Deve lopment-
1 .  Provide a master ' s  degree program with maximum 
flexibility in which studies may be tailored to 
the recognized practical needs of experienced 
teachers. 
2 .  Provide a master ' s  degree option designed as a 
coorperative effort between OW-Platteville and 
local school districts in southern Wisconsin in 
order to be more responsive to, and better meet, 
real regional needs in the area of postbaccalaureate 
teacher education. 
3 .  Provide admission to graduate teacher education 
study to in-service teachers holding bachelor ' s  
degrees from accredited institutions in order 
to encourage all regional teachers to improve 
their educational preparation . 
. 4 • . 0ffer a master.'s degree program permitting 
coordinated study in breadth as an alternativ� 
to specialization in depth, rectifying apparent 
professional deficiencies thus enabling approp­
rai te upgrad1ng and updating of preparation ; . 
encouraging acquaintance with broader spectrum 
of related fields ; and providing a mechanism for 
educational re-tooling and certification a s  
necessitated by acquisition o f  additional 
professional responsibilities. 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS : 2 . 25 minimum grade point average. 
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EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : Students are required to take a 
written final comprehensive examina­
tion. 
FEES : Tuition per credit- Resident $50 . 00 
Out of State $150 . 00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 5 graduate assistantships $240.00 per month . 
Only out of state tuition is waivered for 
assistant s .  Other types o f  financial assistance 
is available. 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-STOUT 
School of Industry and Technology 
Menomonie, Wisqonsin .54751 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. Lawrence S .  Wright 
DEGREE OFFERED: Master of Science in Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE: Industry, Technology , artd Industrial Technology 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION: Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: The curriculum is designed to provide advanced 
instruction of value to (a) secondary school 
industrial arts teachers ,  supervisors and adminis­
trators; (b) junior college and university 
industrial arts teachers ,  supervisors, and 
administrators ;  (c) those desiring knowledge and 
competence rlated to American Industry ; (d) 
those who have interest in special student 
groups such as the disadvantaged,. the slow learner, 
the underachiever ,  the handicapped and gifted; 
-�n� (e) those who desire· vocational-industrial 
certification, but do not yet have to work 
experience. 
AD�ISSION REQ�IREMENTS :  2 . 25 minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADAUTE STUDENTS : None 
FEES : Tuition per semester Resident $438.00 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE : 
Out of State $ 1 , 3 15 . 00 
3 graduate 
per month . 
1 graduate 
per month -
teaching assistantships $344.00 
2 non�teaching assistantships. 
research assistantship $344.00 
In snme cases, the out of state 
UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING 
tuition is waivered . Other types of 
financial assistance are available .  
WYOMI NG 
Department of Vocational Education 
Laramie, Wyoming 82071 
GRADUATE COORDINATOR: Dr. James Zancanella 
DEGREES OFFERED: Master of Education 
Master of S�ience �n Industrial Education 
DISCIPLINE BASE : Industry and Vocational Education 
PROGRAM ORIENTATION : Philosophy , Technical, and Supervisory 
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES : To provide a comprehensive in-service education 
program to meet the professional and technical 
needs of teachers in industrial education . 
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: 400 on the Graduate Record Examination and 
3 . 0  minimum grade point average . 
EVALUATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS : A written final comprehensive examina­
tion over the program or over their 
thesis is required of the students .  
FE�S: Tuition- Resident $217 . 00 
Out of State $700.00 
· FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE: ;2 graduate teaching assistantships· $475 . 00 
per month. 2 graduate research assistantships . 
$ 47 5 . 00 per month. All fees are waivered and 
other types of financial assistance is available. 
· ABSTRACT 
ABSTRACT 
A need existed for a readily available source of 
information concerning masters programs in industrial 
education. There was a definite lack of information 
concerning the types of programs , types of degree s ,  
philosophical ba ses , disicipline base s ,  objective s ,  
admission requirement s ,  and the financial assi stance 
available. The problem of the· study was to develop an 
organized and current source of information for the pros­
pective graduate student in the process of selecting a 
masters program . 
A literature review was conducted to 
gather information that could be utilized when; 
( 1 )  Compiling information about the various 
masters programs in industrial education. 
( 2) Developing a questionnaire to collect data 
about masters programs in industrial education. 
( 3 )  �ormulating the data into an infdrmation 
guide about masters programs in industrial 
education. 
With information revealed in the literature review, a 
questionnaire was developed around four broad topic s ,  
these topics are : 
( 1 )  General information about the institutions 
name , graduate coordinator , etc . 
( 2 )  Information about the program such as 
discipline base , objective s ,  etc . 
( 3 )  Infprmation concerning the process of being 
admitted to the program and the formal 
evualation process that follows. 
( 4 )  Financial information which includes all fees 
and the financial assistance available . 
The questionnaire was di stributed of one hundred seventy­
nine institutions listed in the Industrial Teacher Education 
Directory, (Dennis , 19 7 8 )  as offering masters degrees in 
industrial education. Eighty-one percent of the question­
naires mailed were returned and s·eventy-f i ve percent were 
utilized as a source of information in this study. 
The returned data was formulated into an information 
guide which is included in the appendix of the thesis . An 
analysis of data was conducted to provide persons interested 
in industrial education master degree programs with a source 
· . � o f  information to compare and contrast the philosophica.l 
similarities and differences of the re sponding institutions .  
As. part of a second review of literature a historical 
perspective of industrial education masters programs is 
also included in the research. 
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